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IFC's annual

Greek Week carnival
SOURCE: OPI
The annual Greek Week
Carnival
sponsored
by
UMR's
Interfraternity
Council, will be held from
6:30-11 p.m. Friday, April 22,
at Lions Club Park, Highway
63 south, Rolla.
All proceeds from the
carnival will be donated to
the Rolla Cerebral Palsy
School,
the
ABLE
(Achievement of Better
Lifestyles for the Elderly)
Commission and Rolla's
LOVE (Local Organization
for Various Emergencies)

program. Last year the
event raised approximately
$5,800.

Each booth at the carnival
offers a different game.
Booths are designed, built
and run by members of a
UMR fraternity or sorority.
Among the games offered
this year are: dart throws
(hit a balloon or a specific
target),
computerized
racing,
miniature
golf,
wheel-of-fortune, ball toss,
soda bottle ring toss, pitching (timed by radar) , pie
throw, a dunking booth and a

water pistol chariot race:
There will be a booth selling
balloons and the food booth
will offer hot dogs, soda
products,
nachos
and
cheese,
and
"White
Castles."
A bicycle race beginning
at 6 p.m. precedes the
carnival.
A trophy will be awarded
t9 the organization with the
best booth judged on the
basis of originality of game,
appearance of booth and
money raised.
The carnival is open to all.

Paychecks by mail
SOURCE: OPI

It's getting to be that time of year again. Apartments and houses
for next fall are going fast.

Off-campus housing
By ELLEN HENDRICKS
With the cost of university
housing rising and the
decreasing,
availability
many students are looki{1g
for off-campus housing. An
apartment can often be less
restrictive
and
more
private, as well as less expensive, than a dormitory
room. Here is a sample of
the cost and availability of
apartments close to campus.
Towne and Campus has a
wide variety of apartments

frames) on White Columns
Drive. Their rental includes
all utilities and cable. Also,
the rent will go up $10 per
month for each extra person
up to a maximum. For
example, a two-bedroom
apartment can have three
people maximum, raising
the rent $10 per month. Most
apartments are available
with carpet and can be
rented furnished or unfurnished.
The Tech Houses, House I
at 308 W. 16th (across from

:~:~t~~~ts TherediS~~bU::~ ~~~
~~u!U~i~~giio ~d14t~~
are really student rooms.

among 11 separate buildings
within walking distance
from campus. It costs more
to rent those apartments
close to campus, however.
Forexample,atwo-bedroom
apartment at their 15th and
Pine building will be $330 a
month, while one at 2107
Vienna Road will be $295 a
month. This is due to the
increased
demand.
In
general, their two-bedroom
apartments range from $275$330 while a one-bedroom or
efficiency apartment will
run $15(}.$195 per month. The
rent includes water, trash
pickup and cable for all
apartments,
except
for
International Village (A-

Each has a separate bath,
with kitchen and laundry
facilities available for each
building. Also, each room is .
carpeted and has separate
heating and cooling systems.
.They are furniShed, and
refrigerators are available.
Rent for two people is $125
per month for each occupant
or $210 for a single occupant.
However, if two people sign
up for a year, their monthly
rent is $105 each. All utilities
are included in the rent and
cable is available, but extra.
The Rolla-Mo, Campus Inn
and Manor Inn, all owned
and operated by the Stroups,
are also student rooms. The

Rolla-Mo, at 1204 N. Pine,
has 44 rooms. Rent runs $100
per person when there are
two people to a room. There
are some rooms available
with kitchenettes and the
rent for these is $125 each for
two occupants. The Campus
Inn is at 1304 N. Pine and has
26 rooms. Rent is $125 for one
occupant and $90 each for
double
occupancy.
The

see For Rent
page5

univerSity employees having
their checks deposited there.
Along with the check is a
listing indicating the employee's name, account
number and the net amount
of the deposit. The bank does
not receive any information
concerning the gross amount
of the check or deductions
taken."
-Earlier this year, all UMR
faculty and staff members
were asked to fill out payroll
check disposition forms,
indicating whether they
wanted their paychecks
direct
depoSited
in
a
financial
institution
or
maiJed to their homes.
To assure the continuity of
all employees receiving
their paychecks by either

see Checks
page 5

New thea t e r 0 pen s

By LIZ GEARON
" The first weekend was
about what we expected
(crowdwiseJ.
Everything
went smoothly, and there
were
no
equipment
problems,"
said
Wally
Vickers about last week's
opening of Roll~'s newest
theater, Forum Cmemas.
On hand for the grand
opening ceremony were
several officers of the
Kansas City-based Commonwealth Theatres. They
included chairman of the
board
Richard
Orear,
PreSIdent Dale Stewart,
General Manager Darrel D.
PI! 11 ~.~~~~§.~.:.c~~~"'!:.~?~.;~::.:;~:c.~*,~~~~<- ... '

SUB
Presents

Beginning with the 1983
summer session, all student
employees at UMR will
receive their paychecks only
by direct deposit to a
financial
institution
anywhere in the United
states or through the U.S.
mail to either their local
address or permanent address
(whichever
they
specify).
To
implement
the
procedure for students, it
will be necessary for a
payroll check disposition
form to accompany all
Personnel Action Forms
(PAFs) for students who are
hired, rehired or reappointed with an effective
date greater than May 15 for
summer monthly payrolls
and May 21 for summer bi-

weekly payrolls. Payroll
check disposition forms are
available in each UMR
department and at the
Cashier's Office and the
Payroll Office in Parker
Hall.
Checks are mailed to
banks or homes one day in
advance of payday. In the
case of direct deposit, the
student employee receives a
statement at his or her
campus address which indicates the net amount
deposited, the date the
deposit was made, the institution in which the deposit
was made, as well as the
information currently inc1uded with the check.
According 'to Margaret
Richardson , supervisor of
the Payroll Office, " Each of
the financial institutions
receives one check for all

Manes and Southern District
Manager Danny Smart.
Vickers,
Rolla's
city
managerforCommonwealth
Theatres, said the seating
capacity for each of the twin
theaters is 230, compared
with 793 at the Uptown and
400 at the Ritz.
The cinemas, located at
H08 18th St. in Rolla, will
have the same admission
policy as the other Rolla
cinemas. Admission is $3.50
for adults and $2 for children
under 12. Seats for tbe 2 p. m.
weekend matinees at all four
theaters are $1.50. Tuesday
night will still be "Buck

Night"
at
the
Commonwealth Theatres.
CUrrently "Gandhi" the
Academy A~ard wi~er for
best picture and "Max
Dugan Ret~s" starring
Jason Robards ~d Marsha
Mason are playing at the
Forum'. "The Outsiders"
starts this weekend and
"Gandhi" will be held over.
Upcoming films include:
"The Lords of Discipline"
"Blue
Thunder>'
"Lovesick" and "What we
hope to be our first 3-D
movie, 'Spacehunters.' This
is not confirmed; we're just
hopeful," added Vickers.

·
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Many
students
have
wondered how the opening of
the Forum Cinemas will
affect the Ritz and the Uptown. "Right now, we are
encouraged with the first
weekend. We're adopting a
wait-and-see attitude. As
long as we can operate the
Uptown
and the RItz
profitably, we will," said
Vickers.
The new . theater building
was
designed
to
accommodate four screens,
according to Orear, in terms
of its restrooms: concessIOn
area and parking,. on the
poSSIbilIty of expanding.

%-~~~"'.,.w.."<t-NW""""

Multipurpose building
Saturday, April 23

8:00p~m.

Editor's Note: If your organization is having a
meeting, turn in details to the MINER office in
the Rolla Building before Monday at 9 p.m. and
we will list it in the Activities Section of the
paper. No articles submitted will be printed
unless written in complete sentences with proper
grammar. No schedule or flyers will be
rewritten and published by the staff for the
Activities Section.
If your organization is sponsoring a campuswide event for the benefit of charity, get us
details before Monday at 9:00 p.m. We will advertise the event free of charge in this space.
The MINER reserves the right to edit any
notices or ads for this page before publication.

~~~[J)A~
FLOAT TRIP
The Newman Student Organization wiU be having a float trip on
Saturday, April 30_We will be floating on the Current River. For more
information, call Bill Dalton at 3&Hl769.

PIDETA SlGMA
Phi Eta Sigma will hold a general military tonight at 7 p.m. in H·SS
G-S . We will discuss the barbecue on April 29. Please be there.
PITAUSlGMA
Plaque signing will be Thursday, April 21, 6:4S p.m. , in Room 117.

...
I

.-

.Ii!...

III

MSM CLIMBING CLUB
The MSM Climbing Club will meet Thursday at 6:30 in Room 'Jffl
Norwood Hall. The club picture will be retaken due to problems
beyond our control. All members are urged to attend .

BLUE KEY
Blue Key members : Social function will be Friday, at 4 p.m., at
Kappa Sigma.
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JAZZ ENSEMBLES
The Jazz I and Jazz II Ensembles wiU present their last concert Of
the yea~ on Tuesday, April 26, at 8 p. m. in the Cedar Street Oenter.

SOl

,
HANG GLIDING CLUB
Of. Nid
There will be a Hang Gliding Club meeting on Tuesday, April 26, Ia (OfessDr
G-S of the Humanitles·Social Sciences Building. Elections will be beIcI. jcleaf
SUB MOVIE
The Student Union Board presents the movie, " Moonraker," on
Sunday , April 24, in Oentennial Hall at 4 and 6 p. m . Admission is free.

see

JOY LUTHERAN STUDENT GROUP
Our final meeting of the semester will be Sunday, the 24th. We will
have a cookout at Maramec Spring. Meet at the Lutheran Campus
House, 805 W. 11th, at 3 p.m _for rides to the park.

UMR PERFORMING ARTS SERIES
The final UMR Performing Arts Series concert of the '82·'83 season
will present lyric tenor Vinson Cole on Monday, April 25, at 8 p. m. in
the Cedar Street Oenter.

Watkins wins
Green Medal
SOURCE:OPI
Steve Watkins, senior in
electrical engineering at
UMR, is the recipient of the
A.P. Green Medal for the
1982-83 academic year.
The A.P. Green Medal is
awarded each year to an
outstanding
graduating
senior. Watkins plans to
complete requirements for
his degree in August.
Selection is based on
scholarship,
leadership
abilities and extracurricular
activities.
Watkins is the son of
Eugene and Jessie Watkins,
Cedar Grove Route, Salem.
He is president of the student
chapter of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics
Engineers
and
has
represented UMR at the
IEEE
regional
papers
competition held in Colorado
Springs, Colo., last year and
Houston, Texas, this year.
He is also a member of the
following
scholastic
honorary organizations Eta Kappa Nu, Phi Kappa
Phi, Tau Beta Pi and Phi Eta
Sigma. He is active in one of
two UMR Toastmasters
Clubs.
Watkins plans to remain at
UMR after receiving his B.S.
degree and enter graduate
school. His interest lies in
of
elec·
the
field
tromagnetics, optical and
radar systems.
The first step for the
rest o f yo ur LIFE
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NOW SHOWING
Evenings 7:30
8 Academy Awards

ENDS THURSDAY
Evenings 7 & 9

20th CENTURY- FOX FILMS
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"The Outsiders"
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with the purchase of a 15" pizza
of your choice.

Best pizza in town.
Now featuring Bud , Busch , Coors
& Coors Light .
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SOCIETY OF PHYSICS STUDENTS
Physics 21·25 & 107
7:30·9:00 p.m . each Tuesday
Room 130 Physics Building

~!R's

MINORITY & WOMEN ENGINEERING PROGRAM
TUTORIAL SERVICES
Areas covered: Physics, Math, EE, Engineering
Mechanics, Chemical Engineering, Chemistry,
Statics Dynamics, English & Economics, Compo SCI.
A complete schedule of times and dates is
ovailable in Room 302 of the Rolla Building .
KAPPAMU EPSILON
Trig & Calculus Monday & Thursday
6:30·8:00 p.m.
Room 209 Math Computer Science Building
ALPHA CHI SIGMA
Freshmon & Analyticol Chemistry
Freshman & Soph-omore Chemical Engineering
7 :00-9:00 p.m . Tuesdoy & Thursday
Room 127 Chemistry Building
HELIX
General Biology & Zoology
3:30·5:20 p.m. each Thursdoy
Room 111 Chemical Engineering Building
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ADULT OWL SHOW
Frid ay & Saturd ay
11 : 15 p.m .

"Summer of '72"
No one under 18

Studen t Fina ncm g Ava ilable .
Buy thol new M o zda now,

wi th full payment s d e ·
ferred . Svbjeclla approved credll and job
application .

insurance now, when yo u're still
young? Because. every year
that you watl . it costs mote to

All this is standard!

FR I-SAT-SUN

" House on
Sorority Row"
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Why should you think about life

start your financial planning.
That's why
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The Man of the Century

GANDHI

MR,

)airIllaD

Calendar
We deliver
Friday, Saturday & Sunday Nights.
Free Pitcher of Soft Drink

UOO C!J~~[!)A~
NEWMAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION
The Newman Student Organization will be having a meeting on
Thursday, April 21 , at 6 p.m., in C.E . 119. Yearbook pictures will be
taken.
M.a..UB
The M-Club is having a smoker at Sigma Phi Epsilon tonight. All
members should show up by 6: IS.
Gale Bullman and Coach of the Year will be voted on as well as
plaque signings taking place.
AACE
American Association of Cost Engineers will have a meeting on
. Thursday, April 21, at 6:30 p.m. in the Maramec Room. Guest
speaker's topiC will be "How to Make a Profit From a Low·Profit
Margin Product." There will be officer elections.

..
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,N E Chairman named
SOURCE:OPI
Dr. Nicholas Tsoulfanidis,
professor and head of
nuclear
engineering
at
UMR, has been named
chairman of UMR's nuclear
engineering
department
effective July 1.
The nuclear engineering
program at UMR currently
Is part of the metallurgical
aDd nuclear engineering
department. It will become a
separab~ department July 1.
Tsoulfanidis joined the
UMR faculty in 1968 as an
assistant
professor
of
nuclear engineering. He
became
an
associate
professor in 1972 and was

named a full professor in
1980. He was appointed head
of nuclear engineering in

nuclear engineering from
the University of IllinoisChampaign-Urbana.

" American Men and Women
of Science" and " Who's Who
in Technology Today."

A
member
of
the
American Nuclear Society,
he also belongs to the
Missouri
and
National
Societies of Professional
Engineers.
He
is
a
registered
professional
engineer in Missouri. He also
has
won
Outstanding
Teacher Awards at UMR for
the 1968-69 and 197~ 71
academic years and has
been mentioned in " Who's
Who in the Midwest,"
" Who's Who in America,"

He has made numerous
scholarly presentations and
has
a
number
of
publications, including the
book " Measurement and
Detection of Radiation," to
his credit.

In addition, he has served
as a senior engineer at the
gas-cooled fast breeder
reactor at the General
Atomic Co. during the 197475 academic year and
worked at Arkansas Power
and Light Co. 's Nuclear Fuel
Management Group during
the summers of 1976-79.
He holds a B.S. degree in
physics (1960) from the
University
of
Athens,
Greece, and M.S. (1965 ) and
Ph.D. (1968) degrees in

Equipment purchase
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Juniors

1930
Seniors

1981.

Curators approve

' is

A list of cumulative grade point a verage percentile ranks through
the fall of 1982 was recenUy released. For those who like 10 see where
they fit in, the breakdown is as follows :

The only project being
The Board of Curators graduate students. "
Other equipment for the funded by the bond issue at
approved financing for and
purchase of equipment for '.iaboratory is expected to be the UMR campus is the
by
Digital reroofing of the Buehler,
the
newly-established contributed
Corp. , Physics and Mechanical,
UMR's Emerson Electric Equipment
LeBow, and ' Aerospace Engineering
Machine
and
Drive Daytronics.Inc.,
VerHagen and Associates buildings.
Laboratory.
This will allow for the and Furnas Inc. •
Missouri Builders Service
The University of Missouri
purchase of six multiBoard of Curators also ap- of Jefferson City submitted a
machine test stations for
proved the award on con- bid of $201 ,216, lowest of nine
$348,000 from the Emerson
Electric
Co.
Industrial tracts for four major con- bids received. A total of
Controls Division, the only struction projects, three of 54',000 square feet of roof
which are being financed by work is involved in the
respondent to a bid request.
To help finance the pur- state capital improvement , project which also will inbonds approved by Missouri clude some tuckpointing and
chase, the university will
insulation.
voters last summer.
negotiate and procure a
$300,000 loan, at interest not
to exceed 10 percent. An
initial payment of $110,000
and annual payments of
By JIM SABO
will be held on April 24. Ten
$110,000 in 1984, 1985 and 1986
This year's St. Pat's ex- dollars was donated to each
to repay the loan will come travaganza was the scene of of two IFC reps for their
from a gift to the university Circle K Club's first annual upcoming bike race.
of $44(),000 from the Emerson car bash for charity. The
Circle K intends to make
Electric Charitable Trust event was more successful the car bash an annual event
Fund.
than had been antiCipated, and to pursue a more active
Dr. J. Derald 'Morgan,
role in general community
chairman of the UMR and Circle K thanks all service. Circle K is looking
bashers for their parelectrical
engineering
for new members. If you're
department, said that the ticipation. Nearly $100 was interested, watch for our
machine . and
drive raised while the car was Rush Smoker next fall, or
reduced to a pile of twisted
laboratory would be used
contact Rob Bailey or Jim
mainly as an instructional metal.
Seventy-five dollars has Sabo at Lamba Chi Alpha, or
laboratory
for
unDave .snyder at Beta Sigma
dergraduate students in been donated to the Arthritis
Foundation Telethq)1 which Psi.
electrical engineering.
"The equipment in these
test stations can be used to
demonstrate the characteristics of AC and DC
rotating machinery and solid
state motor controls," he
said. "Students can be
educated in the use of
modern equipment and
computer-controlled testing
techniques, freeing them
from time-cons\lllli.ng data
taking. This will allow
greater. emphasiS on the
characteristics and applications of the machines
and drives. In addition, the
test equipment can provide
comprehensive
experiniental stations for
research on machines and
drives by faculty and

Car bash'
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Asbestos

Hazards on campus
By HEIDI FLUEGEL
Asbestos is known as the
"magic mineral. " Asbestos
fibers are valuable to industry for their tensile
strength, flexibility and heat
and chemical resistance. It
is used in the manufacturing
of friction products, textiles,
insulation, asphalt, plastic
and
countless
other
products. Asbestos seemed
to be a wonder material in
the past. As time progressed
the magic mineral became
tainted when workers exposed to asbestos had a
higher rate of lung cancer.
Problems due to using
asbestos as insulation are
becoming
apparent
as

buildings
are
being
rehabilitated.
Yale
University had to replace all
the ceilings in its l~story
School of Art and Arof
chi tecture
because
dangerous
numbers
of
asbestos fibers flaking off.
The UMR campus has such a
problem. Due to a leak in the
Electrical Engineering roof,
part of the ceiling collapsed.
Samples of the ceiling were
analyzed and found to
contain asbestos. The area
between the ceiling and the
roof has asbestos blown in as
insulation. At this time one
room is exposed to the fiber
hazard. Joe Wollard, head of
Administrative
Services,
states that immediate action

will be taken on the damaged
ceiling. " Remedial action at
this point is unnecessary, but
some exposure still exists."
Wollard is assuring, that the
situation " will be corrected,
but it will take time." The
problem is money. Money
will ,have to be requested
through
the
1984-85
legislative session. When
money is available the plan
of action is to encase the
asbestos in plastic, for
removing it will cause more
exposure. Several other
buildings may have the
problem, but they are not
being checked into at this
time. A building survey will
be done this summer to
identify
problems
and
determine a total program.

NOTICE:
SPECIAL
PURCHASE
PLAN
... available to UMR Graduating
Students for new and used cars and
trucks.
48-Month terms, low down payment,
$50 per month first three months.
Apply now at

Diehl Montgomery Ford
602 Bishop Ave. Rolla. MO

364-1211

p~
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Undergrads research
winners announced
Winners of the 1983-84
Undergraduate
Research
Competition have been
announced by the UMR
chapter of Sigma Xi, the
honor society for scientific
research.

of
metallurgical
engineering.
Powell, sophomore arts
and science major, 204 E.
18th, Rolla, received the $50
third-place award for her
paper, "Effects of Wood
Burning on Indoor Air
They are : Steve E . Quality." Dr. Purush K.
Watkins, first; Keith Elting,
TerKonda,
associate
second ; Sharon Powell, . professor
of
civil
third, and Jack Mentink,
engineering
was
her
fourth.
research adviser.
Watkins, a senior electrical engineering student,
Winning students were
Cedar Grove Route, Salem, honored at the annual Sigma
received the $200 first-place Xi banquet April 19.
award for his paper,
Members of the awards
"Contrast Limitations of a committee are Drs. Adrian
Grating's Shadow. " Dr. H. Daane, Neal H. GranJerome Knopp, assistant nemann and Nancy A.
of
electrical Marlin.
professor
engineering,
was
his
The UMR chapter of the
research adviser.
Elting,
senior Society of the Sigma Xi is
metallurgical engineering made up of approximately 75
student from Route 1, Wash- people who have been
burn, IIl., received the $100 recognized for their outand
second-place award for a standing research,
includes
paper entitled "Zinc E1ec- membership
trodeposition from Various researchers from governagencies
and
Zinc Electrolytes. " His mental
physicians in this area as
reasarch advisers were Drs.
Thomas
J.
O'Keefe, well as UMR faculty
professor of metallurgical members. The local chapter
engineering and senior has sponsored the unresearch
research
investigator, dergraduate
materials research, and Ron awards for a number of
Kohser, associate professor years.

.
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GSL
workshop

On April 25th at 7 p.m. in
the M.E. Auditorium, the
Student Financial Aid staff
will have a workshop in
reference to Guaranteed
Student
Loans.
This
workshop will cover what
forms are necessary in order
to apply for a GSL, how to
complete
these
forms,
processing time, procedural
questions,
important
deadlines, loan limits and
any questions students may
have concerning GSL's.
The Student Financial Aid
Office recommends this
meeting to anyone who
might be interested in applying for a GSL for the 198384 academic year.

Short-term
summer loan
In order for a short-term
loan to be available for up to
$250 for summer fees and/or
$50 for personal expenses by
the prescribed summer '83
fee due date, the Student
Financial Aid Office has
established the following
deadlines to submit shortterm loan requests to the
Student Financial Aid Office.
Pre-Registration
(any
session) - April '%1.
Four-Week Session I May 4.
Six-Week Session I - May
16.

COL LEGE - COMMUNITY
FUN RUN

Final Exam
Schedule
The final exam period will begin Monday, May 9, 1983, at 7:30 a .m .
and end a t 5:30 p.m . Saturday , May 14, 1983. Common finals are
scheduled for those courses listed in Section II below. Room assignments for common finals will be announced by the instructor.
The courses not covered in Sections I, II, III are to be arranged by
the instructor in cooperation with the students in that course.
I. E vening Course Finals are scheduled for the eve ning session
during final week.
II. Common Finals include all sections. (Room to be scheduled by
Registrar ).
ChE 20
Monday, 7:30-9:30
CE 265
Saturday, H)-noon
CSci 73, 260
Tuesday, 3:30-5 :30
EE 61, 63, 281
Monday, 7:30-9:30
EM 50, 150
ThursdaY, 1-3
EM 110
Wednesday, 7:30-9:30
Hist 112, 175, 176
Wednesday, 7:30-9:30
Math 2, 4, 8, 22
Monday , l~nooll
Math 6
Monday, 7:30-9:30
Math 21
Thursday,l-3
Math 204, 215, 229
Friday, 7:30-9 :30
ME 204
Tuesday, 3:30-5:30
ME 205
Wednesday, 7:30-9:30
ME219, 229
Thursday, 7:30-9:30
ME 225
Saturday, l~noon
ME 281
Ft1day, 7:30-9:30
Phys21
Wednesday, 3:30-5:30
Phys 23, 24, 25, 100
Thursday, 7:30-9:30
III. Regular Finals
FIrst Weekly C1ass Meeting TIme
FInal Exam TIme
MondaY, 7:3O
Ft1day, 3:30-5 :30
MondaY, 8:05or8:3O
MondaY, 1-3
MondaY,9 :3O
Tuesday, 1-3
MondaY,10:3O
WednesdaY, I-3
MondaY, ll :3O
Wednesday . 1~noon
Monday, 12:30
Thursday, l~noon
Monday, 1: 30
Friday, 1-3
MondaY, 2:3O
Saturday, 7:30-9:30
Tuesday, 8:05 or8 :3O
Wednesday, 3: 30-5: 50
TuesdaY, 9:3O
Tuesday, 7:30-9:30
Tuesday, 10:30
Tuesday, l~noon
TuesdaY, ll :05 or 11 :30
Thursday, 3:30-5:30
Tuesday, 12:30
Ft1day, l~noon
Tuesday, 1:3Oor 2:05
Monday, 3:30-5:30
ACCOrding to the Manual of Informa tion ( p. 61), all requests to
change the final schedule because of conflicts or ha ving three or more
examinations scheduled on one da y " are to be m a de in the Registrar's
Office at least one week before the beginning of the final examination
week" (Friday, April 29).

~s

N
Eight-Week Session
May 18.
Four-Week Session II
June 1.
Short-term
loan
applications may be received
from the Student Financial
Aid Office, 106 Parker Hall.

Co-op
Registration
Work registration for the
summer and fall 1983 will
begin on April 25 and last
until the end of the semester.
This is a must for all co-op
students working during the
summer and fall. This
registration will be held in
the CIHlP office, 101 Buehler
Building.
Please remember that it is
imperative that you stop by
the CIHlP office for the
purpose of completing your
CIHlP work registration. The
co-op
student
work
registration fee for all co-op
students is $43 , due to the
chancellor waiving the $10
supplemental fee on the
cooperative
engineering
credits. If this is not paid by
10 days into the school
semester, there will be a late
charge of $43. This will bring
the total fee to $86.
So please register before
you leave the campus to go
to work. •

Violinist
performs

~ teaJ

~

Jlual

SOVRCE:OPI
Violinist Shlomo Mintz Will
perform
works
by
Beethoven,
Shostakovld!
and Ravel when be performs
at UMR April 28 as part of
UMR's Remmers Special
Artist/Lecture Series.
The concert, which 1s!be
fifth event in the series, Will
begin at 8 p.m. at the Cedar
Street Center. Admission to
the concert is by ticket and
there is no charge.
Tickets will be available to
UMR students, faculty and
staff through Friday, April
22, and to the general pubUc,
as well as UMR students,
faculty and staff, beginning
Monday, April 25.
Tickets may be picked up
- two per request - from 14:30 p.m. in Room 217 of
University Center-West.
Mintz will open his concert
with Beethoven's Sonata No.
7 in C minor, op. 30, No. 2
(Allegro con brio, adagio
cantabile, Scheno - allegro
and Finale). That will be
followed by Shostakovicb's
Sonata, op. 134 (Andante,
Allegretto and Largo) and
Ravel's Sonata for Violin
and
Piano
(Allegretto,
Blues Moderato and Moto
pe rpetuo, Allegro').
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Student Specials with Coupon )Q=~

I
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Haircuts

I

$5

Short Perm & Cut

I

tirector,
)1(Itribui

$25

We Also Trim Beards and Mustaches

I

rl

Who's Who
Applications for Who's
Who Among Students in
American Colleges and
Universities may be picked
up at the Miner Canteen and
Student Activities, 202 Rolla
Building.

r----,
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I MR. CHARLES COIFFURES ---.!

April 24,1983
1:30p'" Rolla Jr. High School
cost: $3 .00 to aid local youths
thur the Rolla Optimist Club
Pick up Entries from
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
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We give
L
Silver Citizen
Card Holders
I
I
A JOOJo Discount

1
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Robin ~s Nest
(across street from campus)

Making reservations now for

:

.::!:!;!... ~I~ _ _ .J

Panhellenic Smoker
for information o n Sororities and Sorority Rush

364-8989 or 364-6993 '

364-.

and Next Fall

...

-Central air
-Wall-to-wall carpet
-Private bath
-Some with kitchenettes
-Double occupancy for most rooms

Thursday, April 28-6:30 p.m.
Walnut Roo m (2 nd floor, University C enter
W est, above Derby Tie Deli o n campus)
CASUAL DRESS
For m ore information call L eslie Son nabend

Summer (at a reduced rate)

..

We also have two large furnished ho uses (each
takes 6 or 7 stud ents) a nd man y o ne bedroom
apartments ($185/ month) next to Robin 's Nest.
We also have two furn ished d uplex apartme nts
with two bed rooms each. $240 / month . Th ese are
located 1.5 miles fro m ca mpus on 63 South .

Call 364-3865, 364-2807,
364-1570, 341-4485
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Miners place 3rd in competition
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SOURCE:OPI
A team of seven mining
engineering students from
UMR placed third in the fifth
annual
Intercollegiate
Mining Competition, which
was held recently at the
Colorado School of Mines in
Golden, Colo.
Members of the UMR
team are: David Ausmus,
senior, Bevier, Mo.; Everett
Bleakney, senior, Elwood
City, Pa.; To:<Id Fizer,
semor,
Belleville,
Ill.;
William Graham, senior.

Mountain View, Mo.; James
Lloyd, senior, Joplin, Mo.;
Peter Lounsbury, graduate
student, Carlinville, Ill., and
Stephen McGroarty (captain) , graduate student,
Manchester, Mo.
The UMR team, which was
sponsored by the UMR
student chapter of the
American Society of Mining
Engineers (SME), competed
against teams from 14 other
universities in the United
States and Canada that have

mining
engineering
departments.
The competition featured
contests that tested the
partiCipants' proficiency in
such traditional mining
skills as: hand steeling of
blast holes with a steel bit
and an S-pound hammer,
machine
drilling .
of
blastholes with a jackleg
drill, bow sawing of S-inchby-S-inch mine timbers,
laying a section of rail
spiked to ties and hand

r~~:~CARE for Mothers
oeavailab~'

" facuJty iI!I .
Friday, Aprj
Mothers around the world
teneraI IlUbllr will benefit from CARE's
~MR studenb 19th annual Mother's Day
atf, ~ appeal. Each contribution to
25.
this campaign will be
be picked ~ acknowledged with a special
- from I Mother's Day gift card to the
Room 217 0 donor's mother or other
Iter·Wes\.
women they choose to honor.
bhiseoocer A favorite with college
n's Sonata N! students, family members,
op. 30, No. husbands and friends, the
brio, ada~ card offers a unique way of
erzo - ailegr commemorating the day set
Thai will b aside
for
recOgnizing
lhostakovicb' mothers. This year's gift
134 (Andan~ card features a painting
j Largo) an titled "Mother and Child" by
ta for Violl the noted American Im(Allegre~
pressionist artist, Mary
110, and M~ Cassatt.
The
painting
lfO).
depiCts the unique bond that
exists between mother and
child.
According to Dr. Philip
Johnston, CARE's executive
director, "For a minimum
contribution of $5, CARE will
send your mother, or any

oupon

~25

Checks

lches

from page 1

:URES

direct bank deposit or
through the U.S. mail to
• their homes, Mrs. Richardson explained that it will be
necessary for a payroll
check disposition form to
accompany the PAFs for all
new hires, all student rehires
with a break in service and
rehires of faculty and staff
members with a break in
service of more than 30 days.
For further information,
contact Mrs. Richardson,
Payroll Office, G-2 Parker
Hall, phone 341-4062.

364-4544

other woman dear to you, a
beautiful Mother's Day card
explaining how mothers
throughout the world are
·helped in her name. Since
1964, CARE's Mother's Day
appeal
has
supported
women's programs ranging
from feeding and health
to
vocational
services
training." He added that last
year CARE provided $8.83
worth of aid for every dollar
contributed in cash. This

means that a $5 contribution
to CARE is worth more than
40 American dollars overseas.
Anyone who wishes to help
continue this work, and also
honor a mother, can do so by
calling CARE's Mother's
Day appeal at toll free 1
(BOO) 453-1600 or writing to:
Mother's Day Gift Plan,
CARE, 3600 Broadway,
Room &-A, Kansas City, MO
64111.

Calendar
of Events

from page 1
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REVIEW SESSIONS
Here's a last chance to catch the info you need for finals in Math 2, 4,
6, 8, 21 , 22; Chern 5; EM 50,110,150, and Phys 23, 24. Sessions will be
taught from 7-9 p.m. May 2-5. Look for the schedule on flyers and in
next week's Miner. Sponsored by Stuco.

ATTENTION VETERANS
The UMR Vets Club will have a general membership and information booth set up in the Hockey Puck area (or cafeteria in the
case of inclement weather) from April 25-29.
Information will be available concerning the Vets Club (membership, intramural sports, social activities, etc.), the VA Reserve
carpooling, work study, tutorial assistance and book rental system,
and other various veteran assistance programs available on campus.
Stop by the booth or come in to the Veterans Assistance Office
located on the first floor of the Military Science Building for more
information.
MATH HELP SESSIONS
There are only two weeks of school left. It's time now to get ready
for that last test or final. Come to the KME math help sessions and get
expert help from someone who has already been through it. Help
sessions are held every Monday and Thursday rught from 6:30-8 m
Room 209 Math/ Com. Sci. Building. Help sessions are absolutely free
to all students in algebra, trigonometry and calculus.

Plzzainn:t
For pizza out itS Pizza Inn:

Hwy.63
& Pine

-=~~=-
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99 c PIZZA
Buy any pizza and get the next
smaller same style pizza with equal
number of toppings for $.99 .
Present this coupon with guest
check. Not valid with any other
offer.
Expiration:
,~ o, _
April 28, 1983

~

I

able to make within a given
time.
The winning team in the
competition takes possession
of a traveling trophy for a
year and hosts the next
year's competition.
Dr. Norman Smith, UMR

For Rent
Manor Inn has 2(). single
rooms for $85 a month. It is
located at 103 W. 13th St. tJl
rooms in the three buildings
are furnished with desks"
chairs, beds and wardrobes . .
The laundrY facilities are in
the Rolla-Mo Inn. All utilities
are included in the rent with
cable available, but extra.
The Murry Apartments
consist of three buildings
which are located at 101-103
W. 14th St. (the largest
building), 1303 Elm (the
Townhouses) and 1305 Elm.
There are one- and twobedrooms, with the rent
ranging from $200--$300 plus,
depending on the number of
per
apartment.
people
However, they do limit a
one-bedroom to two people
and a two-bedroom to three
or four people. The big
building at 101-103 W. 14th
has heat and water included
in the rent while the other
two buildings just include
water. Cable is available for
all at an extra cost. All the

apartments' kitchens are
furnished. In some of them,
the rest of the apartment is
also
furnished.
The
Townhouses at 1303 Elm
each have their own washer
and drYer with coin-operated
machines in the other two
buildings.
The Murry Apartments at
1400 Pine (not affiliated with
the previous Murry Apartments) have four onebedroom and two-bedroom
efficiencies. They are unfurnished except for kitchen
appliances. There is a coinoperated washer and drYer
for the building. Rent is $325
a month which includes heat.
The solar design and construction apartments are the
new ones at 1701 N. Pine
(between Chi Omega and
Lambda Chi). There are
three buildings: one consists
of students' rooms and the
other two of two- and threebedroom apartments. The
student rooms are $125 each
(for two people) provided
the lease is for 10 months.

associate
professor
of
nunmg engineering and
adviser to the UMR chapter
of SME, accompanied the
team to Colorado. Troy
Harris, supervisor of UMR's
experimental mine, served
as team coach.

from page 1
Rent includes all utilities
with cable provided. Each
has bath, air conditioning
and carpet. The student
rooms are furnished also,
while the apartments are
not. Rent for both two- and
three-bedroom apartments
is $375. This rate may
change soon. Included in the
rent are cable, water and
trash pickup.
The limit on the number of
occupants for either a twoor three-bedroom apartment
is four but the rent does not
change with the number of
people renting. Parking is
available
and
laundrY
facilities are located in the
building with student rooms.
These, of course, are not
all the apartments available
in Rolla. There are a number
of houses and individual
rooms available as well.
However, this should give
the prospective off-campus
student an idea of the
housing available and the
cost of the apartments close
.to campus.

NEWMAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION
We will be selling raffle tickets for the campus parish in the morningon Wednesday, April 27.

!t

,oms

mucking or shoveling broken
rock into a mine railcar.
Depending upon the event,
the teams were judged
ei ther on the basis of how
quickly they completed
various operations or how
f!1uch progress they were

II $2 or $1 OFF
III aGetmedium
$2 .00 off a large or $ LOO off
size pizza, any style and
II asPresent
many toppings as you want
coupon with guest
II check. Notthisvalid
with any other
II
I
I

offer. .
Explrahon
April 28, 1983
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II

I
I
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avy s seeking co ege
seniors and recent graduates
of accredited colleges and
universities to be trained
as Navy pilots. Candidates
must possess a bachelor's
degree before attending
Aviation Officer Candidate
School to complete a
challenging training course
that encompasses physical
training and classroom work
in naval science. After
Aviation Officer Candidate
School, pilot candidates
are assigned to basic flight
training, followed by advanced
training in jets, helicopters
or propeller aircraft.
30 days' Paid vacation earned
each yeaE.· Non-taxable
quarters and subsistence
allowances.
Insurance,
medical, dental package.
Applicants must be at least
19 and under 27 years of age.
For more information call
collect:
(314) 263 - 5000
Mon-Fri, 8AM to 3PM.
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Situation grows worse in Iran
The present situation in
Iran recalls some of the
worst moments in the dark
period of the deposed
monarch-dictatorial regime
of Iran. Only four years after
the popular uprising of
February 1979, the people of
Iran are once again subject
to severe forms of oppression and exploitation.
Nearly all the gains of the
anti-Shah struggle and the
1979 uprising have been
taken away, as workers,
peasants, women, students
and the progressive forces
have been targeted by the
Islamic regime's viciously
anti-democratic policies.

..

",,!
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The present period is
characterized by severe
social
repression
and
economic depression whose
details are now a matter of
record. The international
media,
Amnesty
International, United Nation's
on
Human
Committee
Rights and the Progressive
Iranian organization have
documented the social injustices and the economic
devastation perpetrated by
the
backward
Islamic

regime! The growing and
widespread dissatisfaction
with the present state of
affairs has manifested Itself
in irregular but notable
expressions of protest and
resistance.
Meanwhile,
the
revolutionary Democratic
organizations are trying to
organize and mobilize the
popular classes and social
strata for their decisive
in
the
intervention
revolutionary process, to
defend and further the gains
of the 1979 uprising, and to
bring about an independent
and democratic society.
That is the reason for today's
Iran being embroiled in the
dialectic of repression and
resistance once again.

colleges. The names of these
three martyrs who were
briefly put on public trial
and announced on the radio,
are:
Faramaz
Tolouii
Sernnani,
graduate
of
electrical engineering, his
name and picture are in .the
1968 yearbook with the '
following
description,
Sernnani Framarz, E.E.,
Eta Kappa Nu, Tau Beta Pi,
Phi Kappa Phi, ISA, first
honors award, dean 's list ;
and Farid Sariolghalam and
Va mid Sariolghalam, two
brothers who studied at
UMR during the late '60s and

The torture and execution
and democratic SOCiety like
of our compatriots, who are
true human beings, will not
guilty of only wanting to
be lost upon the pecJpIe.
extend the gains of the
Neither should it be lost IIpOQ
us.
resistance. The Iranian revolution and live in a free
people,
like
people
everywhere, will not allow
this pattern of crimes to go
unchallenged.
Indeed,
resistance to the regime
Expert Cleaning Reasonabl,y Priced
seems to be growing. The
108 W . 7th Street Rolla , MO 65401
Iranian people did not go
through nearly two years of
bloody struggle against the
Shah's dictatorship just to be
TEllE
TEllE
faced with another one,
ROTORCRAFT
FOREIGN
albeit under an "Islamic"
Experime ntal
....."fc.__"""~~
CAR
guise.

early '70s.
We know that where there
is repression there is

Quality Cleaners

rotor -blad es (1 0 '

~«;.

Machine shop,

long . 7" chord .

ports , se rvice and

alum i num, flu sh

remanufactured

rivet s) for

V.W.oir-cooled

Rot~~~~~~~t~f~ ~ h.,;,-;:--=t--=---1:e ~~~~~~i~~~aOf~~·
pack $3.00 :::..
(oversea s $4.00). • ~
Offset Gimbal 0
head plan s S8 .00 .
(overseas $10 .00).

The Islamic regime has
executed more than 20,000
people and has imprisoned
another 50,000 since June
1981. Among the recent
three
executions
were
students who studied at
UMR. They were executed
with 19 others, mostly
students who studied at
American universities and

,.., automobiles and
~ gyrocopters .
~ Also. a complete

..._
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,,,,,
) _ \'!>
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Ferrou s metal s

magno -flu xed.

stock of standard
and performance
porls for v.w. en·

gines, wholesale and

reta il.

I'm really into living well. Wall-towall _
posh. Woofers & tweeters everywhere, a houseboy, solar pool.
RUMPLE MINZE, a
two·star chef, &
other niceties.

Herpes

Not funny
To The Editor :
In the past couple of
weeks, I have seen reference
made twice to the venereal
disease herpes; once, in your
April Fool's edition and once
in the tongue-in-cheek article about " moraJitis"
(April 14 ).
You are not helping
students by making light of
such a serious issue. Maybe
you think that by now
everyone knows all they
need to know about the
disease, so what does it
matter? If the students I talk
with are typical, there are
plenty of people around who
are not aware of the
seriousness of herpes and
the ease by which it can be
by
an
uncontacted
suspecting potential victim.
If you made some effort to
inform students, to make

them more aware of the
dangers of herpes, to encourage them to give some
serious thought to the issue,
and because of your efforts
even just one person who
otherwise would have did not
contact the disease, wouldn't
it be worthwhile?
if
you
think
Even
providing information about
herpes is inappropriate or
not worthwhile, you could at
least refrain from trying to
make it funny. It isn't.
Twenty million people could
testify to that.

MG

Nancy Winkler

Sig Ep competes in the pyramid competition at the
IFC barbecue.

Imported by WV EIlIOI/ Co Sole us. Agenl.
New Brilaln. cr U S. A 100 Proal Peppermmt Schnapps

EnJOY

In

Moderarion.
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~ Christopher Jewelers ~
.
Diamonds and Watches
!
903
Pine
Rolla,
MO
364-2264
~
[
~
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Completely asse mbled
a nd guarantee d .

Pedal
Power
KHS
310 E. 6th Rolla 364·2412
12·6 p.m. Sat. 10·6 p.m .

UN IVEGA
BIANCHI

S.U.B. Indoor Recreation Committee
presents

MOON RAKER
Sunday, April 24
at 4:00 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Centennial Hall

FREE WITH UMR l,D.
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Registration reform
By MI6E STRODER

atic SOciety ~
beings, IYi!!
on the ~

You are probably now
struggling (or just finished
struggling) with the painful
process of pre-registration.
If so, then this should interest you. Legend has it that
several years ago a student,
fed up with the red tape of
registration and schedule
changing, devised his own
disarmingly simple program
and took it to Parker Hall.
Upon its presentation, he
was asked to step into the
back room to "discuss
possible ramifications." He
has never been seen since,
but he is rumored to be a
major constituent in several
overpasses.
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Zeta Tau Alpha

Celebrates 10th
The ETA Theta chapter of
Zeta
Tau
Alpha
is
celebrating its 10th anniversary on May 5 at UMR.
Zeta is commemorating its
anniversary during Greek

Week weekend. There are
many activities planned.
Saturday will be spent at the
Greek games and the
evening holds a dinner,
banquet and dance. To round

out the weekend a brunch for
the alumnae will be served
on Sunday. Congratulations
to the ETA Theta chapter of
Zeta Tau Alpha fraternity on
its 10th anniversary.

LaneSpring for sale?
will be for sale if Congress
allows it. The most popular
spot ip question is Lane
Spring, which would be sold
with the surrounding land.
There are also a number of
caves in the Rolla area that
would be sold, even though
these facilities are used by
many
spelunkers
and
scientists in this area.
Many UMR students have
enjoyed the beauty and
recreation offered by these
areas for years, and they a:re
irritated at the thought of the
land being sold. Petitions
have been circulating in this
area, as well as statewide
and nationwide. Congress
has not yet made a decision
on which land to sell, and
other details.
It is obvious that there will
always
be
opposition
somewhere to the sale of any

By ROSS WARNER
After writing an article on
the benefits of selling
National Forest land, I
received various comments
on the issue. Not all of the
facts were exposed in my
last story, and some students
were not satisfied, so some
of the details will now be
clarified.
It is true that only 3 percent of the land holdings of
the National Forest Service
would be up for sale If the
pending legislation passes.
However, within these areas
to be sold are various parks
and sites that many people
enjoy and do not want to be
sold.
Inspection of the maps
that plot ')Ut the land to be
sold has shown that quite a
bit of land in the Rolla area

portion of National Forest
land, and these are just the
local issues. With the great
amount of opposition across
the country, it is not certain
that any of the land will ever
be sold. Many people have
expressed fears that the
entire
National
Forest
Service will be sold to make
some money for the federal
government. This is not at
all true, but more of the land
may be sold in future years.
Nothing is certain at the
present time. If you are
dissatisfied with the selling
of Lane Spring or any other
area, let your congressman
know. Of course, compared
to its total land holdings
across the country, the
government is not selling
very much land. But it's
quality not quantity that
counts, is it not?
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Cheese
Cheese plus 1 Item
Cheese plus 2 Items
Cheeseplus3l tem s
Delu x e

Open 7 Days: Mon .-Thurs. 3-12, Fri . 3-2
Sat.II-2,Sun.II-12
30-minute Delivery Service
1806 N . Bishop- Rollo Next to

~oulkner's Mini-Mort

PHONE 364·FAST
10"
small
$3 .55
4 .25
4.95
5. 6 5
6 .3 5

13"
med .
$5 .50
6.25
7 .0 0
7 .75
8.50

15"
large
$7.00
7 .90
8 .80
9 .70
10.55

~
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Thick
or
Th in
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FAST
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FREE

DELIVERY
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"Ha! Mere fiction," you
say (if you're apt to say that
sort of thing) . True, it is
fiction. However, it brings
forth an important point registration and schedule
changes are a pain in the
posterior. But does the administration try to simplify
the process? Usually they
just make it worse. What
other terrible changes could
they possible have in store
·forus?
In order to address this
question, I have conducted a

pseudo-scientific poll in the
administrative
buildings.
Many
answers
were
collected. Some were incoherent. More were unprintable. The rest, which I
present to you now, are
merely ridiculous.
THE K-MART PLAN:
Individual class cards will
be put in large display bins
for students to shop through.
Your final selection will be
registered at the "checkout"
counter. A special lane will
be created for those with six
hours or less. Be sure to
watch for blue light specials
on cut-rate classes!

greatly simplifies things
because the registration
process is completely out of
your hands and schedule
changes are altogether
eliminated. Those students
opting to flee for Canada will
be returned and prosecuted,
unless given a pardon by the
chancellor.

HUNT:

THE
AIR
FREIGHT
PLAN: Individual class
cards will be dropped onto
campus by a low-flying
plane. Students will be
scurrying about with some
sort of receptacle, trying to
catch the desired cards. This
doesn't simplify anything,
but it would be funny as hell
to watch, especially in a
strong wind.

THE DRAFT SYSTEM:
This system,
the administration favorite, is
basically a return to the
system that was so popular
in the '60s. Drawing will be
done according to birthdate
and unpopular classes will
be filled first. This system

PLAN:
One
massive
registration session would be
held. This would take place
in a huge pit full of
registration cards. Each
student will be given a club
to settle schedule conflicts
with and then will be pushed
into the pit. This system has
the advantage of eliminating
future
bottlenecks
and
limiting the number of
graduates in overcrowded
fields.

THE

" EASTER EGG"
Individual class
cards will be hidden across
campus. The system is quite
simple - if you want the
class, you have to find the
card for it. Students will be
issued collection "baskets"
before they begin their hunt.

THE

NEANDERTHAL

r-------------------------------------

"AUGLES'

24HOURD~VETHRURESTAURANT

FREE
with
purchase
of

20 oz. Drink of
your choice
(.75 value-FREE)

2 TACOS

Must clip and present coupon
24 hour drive thrudining room
'
h'
6a.m .-5a.m.weekdays
1119K Ings Ighway. Rolla. MO
6 a .m .-3 a.m . week e nd s I

_____________________________________ J
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WE'LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO
SHAPE IS SUMMER.
2-Year
Scholarships

Visit ' the Basic Camp Booth
at University Center,
10 a.m.-2 p.m. on Friday.

If you have at least
two years of college left,
you can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp this summer and earn
approximately $600.
And if you qualify, you
can enter the RarC 2~
Year Program this fall and
receive up to $1,000 a year.
But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That's when you receive
an officer's commission.
So get your body in
shape (not to mention your
bank account).
Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science.

Ne
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ARMYRO~''''''C.

. >BEA' LYOU CAN BE.

H

At
Contact
CPT Russ Cleveland
341-4742
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Neil Fehr, of Sigma Tau
Gamma, junior in mechanical
engineering, is Zeus, the King of
Gods, God of Sky and Weather.
In the past Neil.has served as
social chainnan and faIl dance
chairman" and is presently
president of the IFC. His other
activities include 'Theta Tau
Omega and Alpha Phi Omega
and he has also held the position
of vice president for Sigma Tau
Gamma.

HeRmes Hepbaes-cas
Bob HeJigrnan
Bob Heligman, of Tau Kappa
Epsilon, a graduate student in
electrical engineering, is Hermes, the Messenger of Zeus. This
past faIl Bob served as president
for the !FC, and has held the
committee . chairmanships of
special projects and scholarship.
His other activities Include Theta
Tau Omega and Blue Key and he
has also served as president and
chaplalnofTKE.

Dave5rnfth
Dave Smith, of Kappa Sigma,
a
senior
in
mechanical
engineering, is Hephaestus, the
God of Fire. Dave has served the
IFC as chairman of rush, Greek
Week development, the IFC Sing
and as the faIl 1982 vice
president. Dave has honored
Kappa Sigma by serving as
steward for two years, rush
chairman and vice president.

THE GODS OF GREEKWEEK'83

As we are in the middle of Greek Week and are having a great time, it
would be appropriate to stop to meet the Gods and Guards of Greek Week
'83. The group of men selected this year proves to be one of the most
prestigious and (wildest) bunch of Gods yet. Congratulations are in order
for the following Gods and Guards.

'G

f
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Ha()es

\ ()~
Dionysas

AnC!Jy Cox Ken-C 5-ce.,:.,:ens
Andy Cox, of Sigma Pi, a
senior
in
mechanical
engineering, is Hades, the God of
the Underworld. Andy has
served as publicity chairman
and fall 1982 secretary for the
lFC. His other activities include
Theta Tau Omega and Blue Key
and In the past he has served as
president of Sigma Pi.

--•

Kent Steffens, of Beta Sigma
Psi, a senior in civil engineering,
is Dionysus, the God of Wine and
Ecstacy. Kent has held the
following positions for the IFC ;
pre-Greek Week committee
chairman, Special Projects
Committee chairman and vice
president. He has also held offices for Beta Sigma Psi such as
social chairman, vice president
and pledge trainer.

Gyes

BRiaReaas

Ko-c-cas

Glenn HeiJ

DaRReJJ MOORe

ChRis FaRRell

Darrell Moore, of Alpha Epsilon Pi, a senior in petroleum
engineering, Is Briareaus, the
last Guardian of Mt. Olympus.
Darrell has served the IFC as
publicity chaIrman and banquet
chairman. He has served as
president and secretary for
AEPi and Is also currently an
officer in Blue Key as well as
Alpha Phi Omega.

Chris Farrell, of Delta Sigma
Phi, a senior in chemical
engineering, Is Kottus, Guardian
of Mt. Olympus. Chris has
headed the !Fe Games Committee and faIl cleanup and is the
IFC's current treasurer. His
other activities inciude Blue Key
and Alpha Phi Omega and he is
also the campus representative
for Fred Voss Enterprises. He is
also a past president of Delta
Sigma PhI.

Glenn Heil, of Pi Kappa Alpha,
a senior in chemical engineering,
is Gyes, Guardian of Mt.
Olympus. Glenn has served the
IFC as chairman of the Gods and
Godesses Committee and as
treasurer in the faIl of 1982. As a
memher of Pi Kappa Alpha
Glenn has served as assistant
pledge master and vice president
and is presldent-elect for the faIl
of 1983. He has also lettered in
varsity wrestli(lg and is a
member of M-Ciub.

Week

GReek

DesiRee King Jennit=eR Wbit:mORe TeRRiWaJkeR
Sigma Pi

TRiangle

Pi Kappa Alpba

Desiree King, of St. LOuis, is a
senior in aerospace engineering
and a member of Zeta Tau Alpha
sorority, Tau Kappa Epsilon
Little Sisters and the student
chapter of American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics.

Jennifer S. Whitmore, of High
Ridge, Mo., is a freshman in
electrical engineering and a
member of the student chapter of
Society of Women Engineers.

Terri Walker, of Godfrey, m.,
is a freshman in ceramic
engineering and a member of
Little Sisters of the Sllield and
Diamond
and
a
UMR
cheerleader.
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LaaRie Smftb
Ka ppa Delt:a
Laurie Smith, of St. Charles,
Mo., is a senior in computer
science and a member of Upsilon
Pi Epsilon, Kappa Delta sorority
(scholarship chairman) and the
student chapter of Association
for Computing Machinery.

Amy Lisa

Boy~

Ginny Focbt:mann

JonnaCoJe

Delt:a Sigma Pbi

Delt:a T a a Delt:a

CbiOmega

Amy Lisa Boyd, of Bolivar,
Mo.,
is a
freshman
in
metallurgical engineering nd a
member of Little Sisters of Delta
Sigma Phi.

Ginny Fochtmann, of Creve
Coeur, Mo. , is a sophomore of
civil engineering nd a member of
Kappa Delta sorority, Alpha Phi
Omega (Ilistorian) and the
student chapters of American
Society of Civil Engineers and
Society of Women Engineers.

Jonna Cole, of St. Joseph, Mo.,
is a sophomore in chemical
engineering and a member of CIli
Omega sorority, Sigma Pi Little
Sisters, Alpha Phi Omega and
the student chapter of American
Institute of Chemical Engineers;
nominated by CIli Omega.

CbRis FenneR
JarnieAnn Laca
Pi Kappa Pbi
Jamie Ann Luca, of St. Louis,
is a senior in engineering
management and a member of
National Honor Society, UMR
College Republican Cornmlttee,
Independents, UMR Miners porn
pOll team, Alpha Phi Omega, the
student chapter of American
of
Engineering
Society
Managers and the military
science program (ROTC ).

Sigma CbiMa
Chris Fenner, of Wasllington,
Mo.,
is a
freshman
in
engineering management and a
member of Sigma CIli Mu Little
Sisters, Rugger Huggers and the
student chapters of American
Society
of
Engineering
Managers and Society of Women
Engineers and is actlve in intramural sports.

HannabSba
Tbet:a Xi
Hannah ShU, of Ballwin, Mo.,
is a sophomore in mechanical
engineering and a member of CIli
Omega sorority, Theta ){j Little
Sisters, Pili Eta Sigma, the
student chapters of American
Society of Mechanical Engineers
and Society of Women Engineers
and a co-op student with McDonnell Douglas.

SbeRRY Noon(tl~a

Pbi Kappa Tbet:Q KOI
Sherry Noonan, of Jefferson
City, is a senior In engineering
management and a member of
Little Sisters of Phi Kappa Theta
(president and vice president),
the staff of the Missouri Miner,
Blue Key, Student Union Board
and the student chapter of
American
Society
of
Engineering Managers.

Suzaru

~Iy, ~

iIIllogic

Illelllber
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WOillen
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Can ()i()a'tes

DianeViox

Becky ARnol()

Sigma PbiEpsilon

AJpba Epsilon Pi

Diane Viox, of Ste. Genevieve,
Mo., is a sophomore in chemlcal
engineering and a member of
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority, Golden
Hearts of Sigma Phi Epsilon,
Alpha Phi Omega and Phi Eta
Sigma.

Becky Arnold, of Wood Hlver,
III ., is a freshman in chemlcal
engineering and a member of
Little Sisters of Alpha Epsilon
Pi.

laaRa Depasqaale

Denise WbiCte't

Lam b()a C bi AJpba

Sigma Tao Gamma

Laura DePasquale, of st.
Louis, is a junior in engineering
management and a member of
Little Sisters of the White Star
(president) , Phi Eta Sigma, Tau
Beta Pi and the student chapter
of
American
Society
of
Engineering Managers.

Denise Marie Whittet, of
Belleville, III., is a freshman in
electrical engineering and a
member of Sigma Tau Gamma
Little Sisters.

Dee Hempbill
Kappa AJpba
Dee Hemphill, of Ozark, Mo.,
is a freshman in metallurgical
engineering and a member of Chi
Omega sorority, Interfraternity
Council and Kappa Alpha Little
Sisters and is active in intramural sports.

Jeanne Bal()e't'ti
Zet:a Tao AJpba
Jeanne Marie Baldettl, of SI.
Charles. Mo., is a senior in
computer science and a member
of Zeta Tau Alpha sorority
(treasurer) and Little Sisters of
Pi Kappa Alpha; nominated by
Zeta Tau Alpha.

5igRi() GReen
KimmBoekeR

Tao Kappa Epsilon

Kappa Sigma

Bet:a Sigma Psi

Suzanne Marcel, of Kansas
City, Mo., is a junior in
geological engineering and a
member of Stardusters, Little
Sister of Kappa Sigma, Society of
Women Engineers, Association
of Engineering Geologists, and a
Junior in the advanced military
SCience program.

Kimm Boeker, of RDlla, Is a
sophomore
in
en~neering
management and a member of
Chi Omega sorority, Women's
Council and the student chapters
of
American
Society
of
Engineering Managers and
Society of Women Engineers and
is active in Intramural sports.

Sigrid Green, of RDlla, Is a
graduate student in geological
engineering and a member of
Kappa Delta sorority, Intercollegiate Knights, Daughters
of Diana and the student chapter
of Association of Engineering
Geologists ; nominated by Tau
Kappa Epsilon fraternity .

,ondazanne MaRcel
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Cfn()y BRasb
Sigma No
Cindy Brush, of SI. Louis, IS a
junior
in
engineering
management and a member of
Kappa Delta sorority, Little
Sisters of the White star
(president and vice president)
and the student chapters of
American
Society
of
Engineering Managers and
American Institute of Chemlcal
Engineers.

P~'j.,:e()s

* CIa ~1S;;'i~je()~, * CI~;;~'i3
Spud,
Honey I'm home - with you, whether it be Rolla, New York, Pa.,
and maybe someday West Virginia. My security I need I find In you.
I'll take the chance_...
I LovU,
PJ
.•

FOR SALE: 1971 Dodge Charger, 74,xxx mUes, good condition,
brown metallic, white vinyl top, 383 magnum, power, $1 ,375, call 3412794, ask for Steve.

To the " Stud Service, "
Sorry the article did not appear but some of our "facts" did not jive.
Hope to have another Interview sometime. (Maybe in person? ? )
Stephanie, Leslie and Renee
P.S. Remember our low budget!

Preppie,
Thanks for a great weekend. I hope the last four weeks will be as
good. Don't be too cool- you may turn me to Ice. Thirteen and two!
A Hoosier

Greek Gods of '83,
Spend half the money of the gods of '81 and have twice the fun.
SMED

ASCE-AlChE Outlng on Friday, April 29, 3 p .m .-? There will be a
softball game between the chapters and lots of food and refreshments.
AU CEs and ChEs are Invited.
I need a ride to Cape Girardeau for the weekend of April 29. Would
belp pay for gas. Call 364-7176 and ask for Brands.
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5 Canoe Minimum

ONer no! good on
Memorial Day Weekend

Jet. of Hwys. 181 & 14

TWIN BRIDGES
CANOE
RENTAL
SS RI. BOI 230 West Ptli.l. 110 65775

Jim the Jr. ,
Do you always go sneaking around the living room while Son Is
doing somersaults?
Q.Q.

COIIIPuter Furniture

Congratulations Sioux and Curt,
We see you're going to tie the ole knot of permanent bondage!!!
Good Luck,
Mel and the Treetop Lounge

Tables, $198 & up.
Printer stands, $132 & up.
Adjustable chairs, $300 & up .

FOR SALE: '72 Honda SLI75, rebuUt, new patnt job, must sell, will
take best offer, call Jeff at 364-8666.
If you wanta free 19-inch color T.V. for parts, call Jeff at 364-8666.

C.J .

'-----------COUPON (417) 256-7507

Ka th (a .k.a. A Quad Queen, Red and Cutie ) ,
Hope you had a truly wonderful 19th birthday and hope the rest of
the year is terrific for you too! We 'll have a great Greek Week (wi
Beta Sig and maybe a few band members - baritones, etc. ! ) So get
rea dy to have a wild time.
Love,
A Pal

'Combination
Cooler

$1.19
Your favorite sherbet blended into a
delicious, tangy drink .
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Love always,
The " Good-Looking Chick" on your first shelf

364-3214 /

GREEK
WEEK

'83
.01Q
tMilwaUkee.

STORE HOURS:
Mon .-Sat. 9 :00 a . m .-9 :30 p .m .
Sunday 2:00 p.m .-9 :00 p . m .
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"Here's To The I.F.e.
and All That You Do!"
*!>~~,; Orange or
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Forum Plaza Shopping Center
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times
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Like I

for office or home.

Davey,
Happy Pi/ 6.2831853 yr. anniversary!! !

To the new Little Sigmas,
Congratulations on becoming a member of the Little Sigma
organization. We are very happy to have you as a part of us.
Love,
The men of Sigma Chi Mu

Badda
used 1

!ll3deen
pizZ3 3

~c..i~

. George,
Looking forward to a great party weekend. You're the best, Babe!!!
Loveya,
Jezebel

onc
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JIlOr l
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CANOE "

WANTED : Female roommate for fall semester, (summer optional) . Oakridge Apts. (behind Kappa Sigma). Partially fumlsbed,
private bedroom, wall to wall carpeting, alc, all electric. Very nice.
Rent $9O/ montb, plus utUlties (max. $15). Must be non-smoker, call
James at 364-5118.

To: Nancy and Jan in 207
We had a great time, but It's been uncomfortable without our underwear. Can we have them back?
Wet Ones

Ii

~--~------ COUPON ------~--~~

C.M.,
I10ve you! Please forgive me.

American Association of Cost Engineers meeting, Thursday, April
21, at 6:30p.m., Maramec Room, office elections. Elvin Meridith from
Bow Wow Dog Food Co. will speak on " How to Maximize Profit on a
Low-Profit Margin Product. "

r

APARTMENT TO SUBLEASE : Summer; 2 txIrm. , 2 blocks from
campus, $285 / mo. plus utUltles, air conditioned, partially fumlsbed,
call 364-3951.

B.S.,
. . .
.
Even though I am attracted to your sisters, (cianflcatlOn : soronty
sisters), you are by far my favorite sweethearl. Here's to a great
weekend.
Love,
J.G.
P .S. Happy 10th anniversary Zeta Tau Alpha

House, summer rent. FurnIshed, air conditioned. One block from
campus. Reasonably priced, utilities included. 1204 Elm, phone 3644198.

" Prayer Number 225"
Hear me 0 Lord I have but one thing to speak,
To be his beat transfer book during tbe week.
The weekends are fine with school off his mind,
But come Monday he studies alone in a stare,
The book in my way, be sits In his chair.
Deriving equations witb lust in his eyes,
To do above "the average" is for what he s trl ves.
If I could only be a page or a line ,
I'm sure this M.E . would truly be mine.
I'm begging you Lord grant to me these things,
So Monday through Friday my love I can bring.

I

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED : Fall; 2 txIrm., 2 blocks from
campus, SI42.50/ rno. plus half utUltles, call 364-3951.

Happy .5 year anniversary. Snickers really satisfies. Federal
Aviation Administration.
Larry

See You At The Games!
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By DARREN HAVERSTICK
Once upon a time, on a
campus far, far, away, was a
poor little fraternity called
Badda Mama Jamma. BMJ
used to be a wild, yet upstanding fraternity, but dark
times had fallen over the
house. In the middle of one of
their wildest parties during
Greek Week, they were
attacked
by
law
enforcement personnel. . This
onslaught of justice was led
by a strange man they knew
only as The Liquor Inspector. Even though Bad
Mama was clean of any
wrongdoing,
they
were
disgraced by bad publicity
and rumors. To top it all off,
during the raid, someone
had stolen their two most
prized possessions: A Badda
Mama Jamma coat of arms
made entirely out of leftover
pizza and their mascot, a
tarantula named Harold.
Like I said, hard times had
fallen upon the house of
BMJ. House morale fell to an
all-time low after the
disaster. Badda Mama
Jamma was no longer
considered a stud house, but
a home for chronic losers.
Even with all their
problems, they managed to
get a pledge or two in the fall
semester. During one fall
semester, one they will
never forget, they managed
to get this certain pledge
named Jack. Jack was not a
special pledge or anything,
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Jack and the cudgel

but he did create an aura
that destined him for
greatness.
On one particular day in
November, Jack was doing
his pledge duty of getting the
mail from the post office. He
walked across campus in the
criSp air, humming to
himself. Jack often hummed
to himself but that has
nothing to do with the story.
Anyway - as he walked by
the local hockey puck, he
was confronted by the usual
peddlers trying to make a
fast buck. He thought to
himself as he strolled by,
" Self, why would anybody
buy this garbage?" Self
answered "Jack, you know
people will buy anything."
"1 guess you're right,
Self," Jack mumbled when a
new booth caught his eye.
." Could I have my eye back,
Mister? " Jack inquired
sternly. " Sorry about that,
kid. I just wanted your attention. Could I interest you
in my wares? " The man in
the booth was selling magic
cudgel seeds. "Magic cudgel
seeds, I've got. Guaranteed
to make you a winner at your
local St. Pat's celebration!
All you do is plant 'em and
wait. You'll get a full grown
cudgel with alt the trimmings. Sure to make your
house a winner! "
Now Jack wanted badly to
do something for the house,
and he wasn't overly intelligent, so he went ahead
and bought three seeds for a

dollar. He was so excited, he
couldn't wait to get home
and show the guys what he'd
done.
When he got back to old
Mama Jamma, the brothers
were not too impressed with
his purchase. Many of them
called Jack an idiot and his
pledgemaster even gave him
a demerit. Jack was
crushed ! He had tried hard
to help BMJ, but instead, he
felt he had let them down. In
disgust, he threw the seeds
out of his window.
Jack awoke the next
morning feeling somewhat
better. He showered, shaved
and almost had an urinary
runaway when he looked out
his window. Lo and behold,
there was the most enormous cudgel growing outside
the very same window he
threw the seeds from. After
gazing at the awesome tree
for a while, Jack vowed
never to do heavy drugs
again before class. Jack's
vow
was
short-lived,
however,
when
his
pledgebrothers came running in his room screaming,
" Look at that freaking
tree! " and " Kawa Bona
Kawa Mevana! " which
means, " Dig that funky
piece of fOilage! "
After much partying and
elation, things quieted down
and Jack was left alone in his
room. He didn't want to ruin
his day by going to class so
he decided instead to explore
his creation.

He put on his cudgel
climbing
apparel
and
proceeded to ascend into the
heavens . .
After he had climbed for
about 2 miles, he came to the
top, which spread out across
a cloud that appeared to be
terra firma. Being a gambier, Jack took his chances
and jumped onto the cloud.
"What do you know? It does
hold!" Jack was now very
curious about this strange
new land he had just jumped
on so he proceeded to exploreit.

He walked about for a few
hours till he happened to
stumble upon a small
wooden cottage. Eager to
meet the inhabitants of a
place such as the one he was
in, he knocked on the door .
Unfortunately, nobody was
home to let Jack in and
explain about this new
world. ~ortunately, the door
was unlocked, so Jack let
himself in to try to answer
questions by himself. Unfortunately , the person to
whom the house belongs
does not like people in his

house. He especially dislikes
people like Jack. Who is this
person? You'll find out soon
enough. Just keep reading.
Anyway - Jack was in the
house looking around when
to his surprise, but probably
not yours, he found the long,
lost, stolen Badda Mama
Jamma coat of arms made
out of leftover pizza. Also
sitting beside the coat of

see
Jack
page15

FREE EXTRAS! NEW PRICES!
from
If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-ori ented job, American
Express would like to offer you the Ameri can Express' Card.
What are we?
C razy?
No , confident. Confident of your future. But even more than that. We're
.
confident of you now. And we're prov ing it.
A $10,000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer is
even gtxxl for 12 months after you graduate.
But why should you get the Ameri can Express Card now)
Well, if you're planning a tri p across Clluntry or arollnd the world, the
American Express Card is a rea l help. Get pl ane ti ckets with it. Then use it for
hotels and restaurants all over the world. And . if you should need any help while
you 're away, just go to any America n E>-press Trave l Service O ffi ce' wherever you
are-and they'll help out.
Of COllrse, the Card also helps you
establish your credit history. And it 's great
for restaurants and shopping right at home.
So call 800- 528-8000 t"r a Speci al
Student Application or I,xlk fm one at your
college l:xxlksrore or on ca mpus bulletin l:xlards.
The American Express Card. D, In 't leave
schtxli without it:"

Look for an application on campus.

CAMPUS BOOK STORE
and HEWLETT ·PACKARD.
Buy a Series 40 Handheld Computer or selected peripheral and get an enhancement module FREE!
These modules can give your HP-41 Handheld Computer more memory, functions, and time capability. Up
to $125.00 value, FREE!
• Quad RAM
• Time Module
• Extended Memory Module • Extended Functions/Memory
• HP-IL Module
. Module

The Hewlett-Packard, Personal Computing Products
Representative will be at our store on Monday,
April 25, 1983.
There will be demonstrations and drawings for door
prizes.

Campus Book Store
205 W. 12th Rolla 364-3710
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What a week-Black Culture Week
By EARL R. MAYHORN
and
SONUEL IVERY

variety of music ranging
from spiritual to soul and
pop music.

During the week of Friday,
March 25, through Thur·
sday, March 31, the UMR
and the Rolla community
experienced the end result of
six weeks of painful plan·
ning, chiseling and molding,
the result being Black
Culture Week 1983. Black
Culture Week (Sew) is an
annual event sponsored by
the Association for Black
Students (ABS) in which we
proudly observe some of the
many beautiful elements of
our rich Black heritage. This
year's Bew was brilliantly
planned and effectively
executed by a committee
that consisted of members
from each of the nine greek
and non· greek black student
organizations at UMR. The
Bew committee purposely
designed Bew 1983 to be
culturally centered but also
ii1formative
and
en·
tertaining. Our theme for the
week
was
" Black
Collegiates' Impact on the

On Saturday, parents and
relatives, faculty and friends
joined a small group of
s~udents in enjoying a buffet
style banquet at the Holiday
Inn, Rolla. The guest
speaker was Dr. R.V. Ed·
wards, a visiting chemical
engineering professor from
Case
Western
Reserve
University in Cleveland,
Ohio. Dr. Edwards spoke on
the changing times for Black
Americans and stressed the
importance of obtaining a
college degree. Also, the
sensational St. Louis Black
Repertory
Company
provided entertainment as
they performed a play en·
titled " We Free Singers Be."

'80s."

Black Culture Week 1983
began on a winning note
Friday, March 25, with a
marvelous performance by
the
Lincoln
University
Dance Troupe. The Lincoln
Dance Troupe, under the
guidance
of
Theressa
Ferguson, performed a
variety of numbers. The title
of the performance was
"Dance Portraits" and it
was accompanied ·by a wide

Sunday, March 'l:7 , the
of
Inspiration
Voices
presented
their
spring
semester concert. As usual ,
they performed superbly.
The VoiCes of Inspiration
bring meaning to the words
" singing ministry." One of
the choir's goals is to have a
message in their music.
They achieved this goal on
Sunday. Also on Sunday,
Robert Powell, a sculptor
working out of St. Louis,
brought his sculpture ex·
travaganza to UMR for a
two-day exhibit. Powell's
display, entitled "AfricanAmerican Kenetics Through
Wood," is an attempt by the
artist to share the African
experience as he views it

OLDS BUICI< AMC JEEP

%

9G_M_A_C_
• 9 APR
FINANCING
Buick Skyhawk

Buick Skylark

$207.70 per month
$500 Down Payment

$215 .30 per month
$500 Down Payment

(Cash or T.rade in)

48 monthly payments
at 9.9070 A.P .R.
Total deferred payment
$10,469.60

(Cash or Trade in)

48 monthly payments
at 9 .9070 A.P .R.
Total deferred payment
$10,834.40

Jeep CJ-7

Oldsmobile Omega

SI97.58 per month
S500 Down Payment

$210 .23 per month
S500 Down Payment

(Cash or Trade in)

(Cash or Trade in)

48 monthly payments
at 9 .9070 A.P .R.

48 monthly payments

Total deferred payment
$9983.84

Total deferred payment
$10 ,591.04

at 9.9 070 A.P.R.

All fi nancing subject to G .M .A.C . approval.

, (Student Financing Available)

~

t9~
". AMC IJ eep

Sch weiss Motor Co., Inc.
O ld s·Buick·AM C·Jeep
500 H wy.63 S. Rolla

Open 8 to 6 Sat. till 4 p.m.
364· 1323

.,

from here in the United
States.
Monday , the award win·
ning movie "Black Or.
pheus" was shown in the
Thomas
Jefferson
Hall
cafeteria. The film is about a
young man who falls in love
with a beautiful young
woman. Fate, however,
chooses for them not to be
together
in
this
life.
However, in the end, they
are eternally united.

'fuesday, March 29, the
UMR
Black
greeks
presented a seminar entitled
be
Greek?"
" Why
Representing our Black
greeks were Cheryl White of
Delta Sigma Theta sorority,
Eddy leans of Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity , James
Montgomery of Omega Psi
Phi fraternity , Rose Ann
Winters of Alpha Kappa
Alpha sorority and Kenneth
C. Morgan of Kappa Alpha
Psi fraternity. Their topics
of discussion ranged from
the pros and cons of being
greek to the myths about
greeks.
Wednesday, Dr. Janet
Kelly,
from
Lincoln
University, conducted a
seminar on "The Black
Male-Female Relationship."
As Black collegiates, we

know the importance of this
issue. Even though the
evening got off to a !ate
start, it proved to be very
informative. One of the most
important ideas stressed
was the fact that a
relationship has to develop
slowly.

The culmination of Black
Culture Week 1983 was on
Thursday, March 31. The
evening began with a
faculty I staff and student
social gathering. This social
gathering was attended by
people such as Dean
Robertson, dean of students;
Dr.
Joseph
Marchello,
chancellor of UMR, and Mr.
Floyd Harris, director of the
minority
engineering
program, among others.
Following the gathering, Dr.
Otis Jackson, the assistant

Top Dollar
Pawn
Cosh to Loon
BUY. SELL

TRADE
on gold. silver,diamonds,
stereos, TVs, comeras,

sporting goods, etc.

364-5300
119 S. Bishop
Jet. Hwy. 63 & 72

provost at UM·Columbia,
addressed an issue that is
most appropriate, "Some
Perspectives on Respon·
slbilltIes as Black Un·
dergraduates. " Dr. Jackson
also tOUChed. on Black
student retentIon. After Dr.
Jackson's lecture, ABS
presented certificates of
honor to Black May and July
1983 graduating seniors and
also honor roll students from
the sprmg and fall semester
of · 1982. Also awards were
presented to the committee
members who worked so
hard to see that the week
was a success.
BI ack Cui ture Week 1983
was a thrill ing success, and
th
b
we,
e mem ers of the
Association
for
Black
Students, have learned that
through group cooperation

anything is possible. 'the
members of ABS would like
to take this opportunity to
Sincerely . ~ank everyone
who partIcipated m Black
Culture Week. On the other
hand, ABS must truthfully
state that some of the events
could have been better at·
tended by students and
faculty. If you missed any of
the events you truly missed
out! !
Also special thanks goes
out to our supporters and to
our financial contributors.
This list includes McDonnell
Douglas, Student CounCil
Minority
Engineering'
Program,
Thomas Jefferson
H
all and the Office of
Student Activities. Thank
you all. We look forward to
dOing it to you again next
year.

Chub & Jo's Restaurant
·SST Banquet Hall

Serving from 5:30 a.m . 1015 min. lill 8 :00
Breakfasl from 5:30 a.m. 10 11 :00 a.m .
Open 6 Days. Closed Sunday
PLATE LUNCHES- NOON & EVE.
-STEAKS -SEAFOODS
-CHOPS -SHORT ORDERS
" Homemade Pies"

Family Restaurant
Carry Out Orders
Kenneth & Ruby Thorpe

704 Pine Rolla MO
Call 364-6247

Rollo . MO
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To our sister
Happy 100

FOR SAL
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ATTENTIONN.

There are thirty-one student rooms for rent at 1701 Pine
Street. Male or female students welcome.
-Carpeted
-Cable TV paid
-Well insulated and energy efficient
-Complete with beds, dresser and desks
-Laundry facilities on premises
-Common off-street parking
-One block from UMR
-Each room contains a large 12'x15' main room
with closet & bath
-Completely new brick building
- Paid utilities
-Central heating & air conditioning
The student room renter is responsible for:
-Good maintenance
-Proper behavior to neighbors
-No pets
- Prompt payments
The rooms will rent on a contractual basis for $125.00 per
month per student with two students per room . Please
address any inquiries to Karen Willy, 1034A Kingshigh way,
Rolla. Tel. No . 364·0177
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Jack

arms was a small wooden
cage which contained none
other than Harold, the
wonder tarantula. Jack
could hardly believe his
eyes. He had found the
treasures of his house! As he
gently fondled Harold, his
body filled with rage.
"Whoever did this dastardly
deed is going to pay for it
now!" he yelled. Jack was
really getting worked up by
now and would have taken on
a grizzly bear. Once again
unfortunately, the only thing
bigger than Jack's courage
was his cowardice. So when
Jack heard the front door
open and close, he did have
. that urinary runaway he had
avoided earlier. "Who's in
my house??" a voice
bellowed. "Corne on out you
slimy vermin and meet your
doom!"

Jack spoke up hoarsely,
"Sir, I may be a pledge but
I'm not vermin. Second of

from page 13
all, could we talk a little
about this doom business?
That's a pretty harsh attitude for someone you've
never met. I'm a really nice
guy." With these words
Jack's
spoken
from
quivering lips, the voice
turned into a body. It was a
very big body will all the
standard equipment and a
very familiar face. Yeah, I
know, you guessed who it
was three paragraphs back.
Who cares! I get paid by the
column inch. Getting back to
the story - For the slower
readers of this story, the
man who owned the house
was the Liquor Inspector.
Jack knew this also. As he
stood there holding Harold
and the designer pizzas, it all
fell into place. "You big
brute, you!" Jack yelled.
"You took our stuff. You did
it to purposely disgrace us
and try to bring on a decline
in fraternity membership all

over campus." The Liquor
Inspector sneered, "That's
right Frat Rat, but you'll
never live to tell about it!"
He then lunged at Jack with
all his force. Jack, thinking
quickly and with great haste,
retrieved a bottle of Old
Crow from his pocket. According to campus legend,
liquor inspectors melt when
doused with high octane
alcohol. Jack took his fate in
his own hands when he did a
sidestep and poured the sour
mash whiskey on the leaping

Liquor Inspector.
I'm
" Aaargh!! !
melltiing! !" the Liquor
Inspector shrieked his last
words.
Jack drank the rest of the
Old Crow, got the Jamma
treasures and climbed back
down the cudgel. The house
once again flourished, they
cut down the cudgel and won
their local St. Pat's competition, and Badda Mama
Jamma plus Jack lived
happily ever after.
THE END

Greek Carnival
Apri1226:30pm

Lions Club Park

Rejection
anyone?
Dear Student,
I have received and
reviewed
your
resume
carefully. It is poorly written
with
numerous
typing
errors. The duplication
process used has left many
large blank spots so that
even if I were interested in
hiring you I wouldn't be able
to tell what your major is.
I can honestly say that in
view of your lack of

.qualifications and interest
we will have nothing to offer
you this year or any other
year. Your resume will not
be held for six months but
will
be
immediately
shredded.
Thank you very much for
writing so that I may have
an outlet for my sadistic
tendencies.
Sincerely,
F.O.Adie

BIRTHRIGHT OF ROLLA
is now offering

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Call 364-0066 if you need help.

Everyone welcome!
Proceeds go to charity
/I

JUST A POOR STUDENT?/I
Even you can look like a million!!

CO
.

Shampoo / Cut
& Blow Dry

$5 00
•

Reg. $10.00

Good only with UMR 1.0.

. MO

\7

Dear Quad Queens,
Thanks for the key Saturday night. Quarters were definitely a blast.
We'll have to do it again some time .
Thanks again
The men of Beta Sig
To our sisters,
Happy 10th anniversary! Here's to 10 more great years!

ZLAM,
BandS
FOR SALE : Four 13-inch rims, good shape, low mileage, make
offer, call 364-7167.
Brand new Texas Instruments TI 99/4A Home Computer for sale.
Will sell below my cost. Full warranty will be in your name, call 3647167

ToS.C. (Stevie ),
Open up your ears
Raise your mug of beer
Because of you we cheer
Your age is now 21 years.
Happy, Happy 21st Birthday!

With Love,
Your Roomies,
K.H. and T.C.

Dwayne,
d
'ght
Leave Porky alone. She didn't turn black Satur ay m
.

Earn $500 or more each school Year. Monthly payment for
placing posters on campus. Bonus based on resuIts. Prizes
awarded as well. 800-526-{)883.
To the Greek God,
Thanks for rescuing us from Delta Sig. Have you found anymore F. ISs lately?
RandJ

PARK PLACE HAIR DESIGNS
Call Regina or Debby
364-0707 / 606 Park Street
Offer good until May 31 st.

UMR Association for Computing Machinery GRIPE BOX
Do you have a gripe, comment, or suggestion on how things are or
are not getting done, aM do not know who to talk WIth? The UMR
ACM Student Chapter is now prOviding the users of the local computer
systems (UMRVMA and UMRVMB) the opportunity to send their
messages to a network computer account. These messages will then
be forwarded on to the proper person. The user's name and account
number will be removed from the message unless donated otherwise
by the sender.
.
How to send mail to the UMR ACM Gnpe Box:
From CMS type MAIL (enter). The account number is C3252. The
remote system id is UMVMA. Type 2 (enter). Type your message and
when you are finished, press PF5 and your message will be sent.

Earl

What's up your (G. ) A?
" Could it be that once again, KD is featuring White Castles at their
Greek Week booth? Rumor has it there will be 1,700 Imported - true
or false?"
Christian male needs place to reside for at least the summer
session. Calli (417) 865-6049, John (mornings best).

filE SPORTS
~~
.

- PIZZA - STEAKS - GAMES -

FLAVOR OF THE WEEK

MINT CHIP
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-10; Sunday 2-10
1005 N. Pine, Rolla, MO

IS
NOW
OPEN!
40-ltem Salad Bar
40 Video Games
2 6-Ft. TV Screens
Buya Mini Pizza and receive a small soft drink FREE
Across from St. Pat's Church
Hwy.63
364-6077

Offer good thru April 29 , 1983

.

BUSiness Rt. 66
St. Robert, MO
336-3503

Sports
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Miners looking for a win
By GIL

KAUFFMANN

Louis to play UMSL in an
MIAA double-header.
In the first game the
Miners scored two runs in
the first with RBI doubles by
D .J. Steagall and Craig
Thomas. Then the Miners
scored three in the fourth
inning as Steagall slammed
one for a three-run homer.
And in the seventh inning the
Miners scored one on an RBI
single by Brad Lee. Top
hitters for the Miners were
Steagall, Thomas and Chris
Nisbet with two hits apiece.
Steagall had five RBI.

On Saturday, March 16,
the Miner baseball team
added two more losses to
their l-IIH record as the
defending league champions, Southeast Missouri
State, defeated the Miners
13-8 in the first game and 11-5
in the second game. These
games were M1AA conference games which brings
the Miners to an (}-6 record in
league play. Then on Sunday
the Miners were snowed out
when they traveled to St.

The second game was a
battle as the Miners scored
three runs in the seventh
inning to send the game into
extra innings. Leading hitter
for the game was Kevin
DeBondt with two hits.
DeBondt started the Miner
scoring with a solo homer in
the fifth inning. The Miners'
other three runs came in the
seventh - the first on an
error and the other two runs
on a tW!H)ut, two-run single
off the bat of Thomas. But
that was all she wrote as
Southeast came back in the

i
~--

.

..

Ii

Bruce West

adies
By TINA HALDIMAN
Well , there have been
eight softball games played
by the Lady Miners since
last week's article was
written and UMR took four
of them, which helped hoist
their record a little. (Early
season junior college games
do not count in · the official
record.)
Last Tuesday, the women
dropped both games in a
double-header to CMSU. The
top half proved to be a close
contest which finished up in
a 3-4 score. Cecilia Gutierrez
started the game with a leadoff triple, but did not score.
Diana Miller is credited with
all three RBI for her triple.
Pitcher Leta Judd took the
loss, despite a fine performance, (five hits, no
walks and one strikeout) . A
few close calls that fell the
wrong way also hurt the
Miner effort.
Judd also had to pitch the
second game, and the
fatigue became evident.
Despite relief efforts of
Carmen Baker, UMR fell, 132. Baker is credited with
both RBI. Also hitting in the
game were Diana Miller,
Leslie Behm and Kelly
Stewart.

d

I

·t

sp~r

Friday the Lady Miners
chalked up two victories
against Lincoln, 13-5 and 1(}8. In the first game Judd was
the winning pitcher with
six
three
walks
and
strikeouts. Leta also came
into the second game in the
fourth inning with UMR
down 6-8. Thus, Judd picked
up both wins. Another
defensive highlight was a
super catch by Behm in the
second game which, unfortunately, left her with a
twisted knee. Several throw-

outs at the plate were also
noteworthy.
Offensively for the day,
Behm had five hits and two
steals. Miller, who went 4for-4 in the first game totaled
up six hits, two RBI and two
stolen bases. It was a triple
by Maria Holmes that scored
the winning runs in the
eighth inning of the second
game.
Saturday the team met
Harris Stowe and Missouri
Baptist in single games.
Carmen Baker pitched a 22-5

ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY
r~~~~~~~~'~~~'~~~~~~~'l

PRIV ATE STUDENT ROOMS

Across street from campus parking lot.
-New rooms
-Utilitie s furnished
-Single Occupancy
-No tran sportation required

[-Carpeted
-Air conditioned
1
-Electric heat
\
~

-Telephone jocks (optional)
-Cable TV (optional extra)

\

[
1

~

\
\

-Downtown

-Across from Unive r sity Ce nter East

~

\ Now Taking Contracts for Summer & Fall Semesters

\

\

\

\

Inquire al:

Johnson Realty

two doubles and one home
run giving him four RBI. In
the pitching section the only
win was captured by Bill
Foege.
The Miners' game this
weekend will be at 1 p.m.
Saturday against Lincoln
University at home.

Track

By SCO'IT WlllTE

Several impressive performances were turned by
UMR athletes as the 1600meter relay team ran its

best time of the year with a
3: 21.34
first-place
performance. Ike Iloputalfe
lowered his 400-meter time
with a 49.02 split while Tim
Schoenecker anchored in his
first sub-49 of the season in
48.76.
John Borthwick took first
in the 800-meter with an
impressive 1: 55.37 clOCking.
Mike Galliardt grabbed
second-place honors in both
the shot put and discus as
teammate Mike Fortune was
busy taking second-place
honors in the high jump.
Rick Welsh turned in his
usual, sOlid performance in
the 400 IH with a secondplace finish. A bright spot in

victory
against
Harris
Stowe. She then proved to be
a double-threat at the plate
with five RBI on a double
and three singles. Anita
Tikey hit a triple and a
single, and Holmes took six
RBI on a home run and a
single.
Next, Sue Applebaum
pitched an 11-2 loss to
Missouri Baptist. Offensive
efforts by Cecilia Gutierrez
(one single, one triple and a
stolen base) , and Lisa
Frumhoff and Tikey with

the Miner sprinters was
found as Ron Hutcheraft ran
the equivalent to a 9.75 100yard dash in the l00-meter.
Saturday, April 16, found
the UMR tracksters in
Edwardsville, Ill. , for the
SIU-Edwardsville
Invitational competing in a
field of nine other teams.
DePaul University flexed its
strength in track as it ran
away with meet honors. SIUEdwardsville
finished
second while UMR battled
its way to a third-place
finish.

L~~~~_~~~~~~~~~~~~~J
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two singles apiece aided the
Miner cause.
Monday's games were a place finish. The Miners'
rescheduled double-header sprint medley team was the
against Southwest (junior only
other second-place
varsity) which the Miners ;Oint winner for UMR.
lost, but which did not count
toward their official record.
The Miners are off until
Leta pitched the first to a 4-{) April 23 when they travel to
conclusion. According to Springfield, Mo., for the
Coach Preston, the team Southwest Missouri State
Invitational. Good luck to the
Miners as they prepare for
MIAA
and
post-season
competition.
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7 Oz_ Top Sirloin Special _.... _$3.58
8 Oz_ Chuck ... .. _.. $2.79 Chicken Fried Steak. $2.30
_3.07 Catfish Sql!lares . . _... 3.03
6 Oz_ Ribeye ... _
7 Oz. Ham Steak.
3.02 Chicken..
...
_J.35
8 Oz_ Filet ...... _
.3.65 Shrimp __
_... _3.95
10 Oz_ Top Sirloin
.5.00 Spaghetti
_.2.60
12 Oz. K.C. Strip . . . . 5_96 Ravioli __ ....... _. _2.60
12 Oz. T-Bone ........ 6_92 Hamburger & Fries
1.92
Includes Polalo or French
Fish & French Fries
1.92
Fries and Texas Toasl
FREE ICE CREAM WITH EVERY MEAL.
Ham Sandwich & Fries 1.92

\ G&D STEAK HOUSE
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capturing two firsts. Bob
Gorman followed Galliardt
in the shot with a second-
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Again, the Miners' Hi(l()meter relay team consisting
of Phil Taylor, Rick Welsh,
Ike I10putalfe and Tim
Scboenecker blazed through
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Second in quad meet

G&D STEAK HOUSE

1009 Pine Rolla, MO 364-5581

I

After 12 games the batting
leaders for the Miners are
Steagall with a respectable
.316 batting average with
two home runs and six RBI.
Jay Todd has played in only
six games but has accumulated a batting average
of .286 with one home run.
Thomas has batted .282 with

8 game stand

SPI, AH Games • D&D Supplies

[
1
)

The Miners' last run came
from an RBI sacrifice fly by
Mike Schafer.
Up to this point in the
season the Miners have had
to postpone 13 games due to
bad weather and have only
managed to play 14 games.

The Miners' track team
traveled
to
Lincoln
University on Monday, April
11, for the Lincoln U. Quad.
meet. Lincoln U. , Northeast
Mo. State, School of the
Qzarks and UMR competed
for first-place honors with
Northeast running away
with the honors on the
strength of 1121h points.
UMR placed second with 62,
followed by ~hool of the
Ozarks with 58 lh and Lincoln
U. with 49.

.i

Le a Judd tosses one in for the ladies at a recent game.

top of the eighth with seven

runs to put them ahead 11-4.
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Open 7 days a week
11 c .m .· 9 p .m .
Forum PIOIO Shopping Center
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1M Track today, Softball Tuesday
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Men's
By PAT STUMPF
As a result of the lovely
spring weather, Men's Intramurals have taken a seat
on the back burner. Because
there have been such a large
nwnber of rainouts, softball
has decided to go to a single
elimination
tourney
to
determine
the
championship. Play began last
night and will conclude
Monday and Tuesday.
1M track finals are tonight
as the prelims took place
Tuesday night. The finals
are this afternoon at 4 at the

UMRtrack.
Horseshoes
and
badminton are continuing their
double elimination competition this week and action
there should be concluding
shortly as the Intramural
action wraps up for another
year.

Women's
By TINA HALDIMAN
Horseshoes,
badminton,
softball and track are all
(supposedly) coming to a
climax this week. Unfortunately, the weather has
been less than cooperative.

Tentatively, the roundrobin softball tourney will be
abandoned for a single
elimination bracket to be
played out on today, Monday
and/ or Tuesday. Further
rain may cause the sport to
be dropped altogether for
this year. Intramurals must
be completed by early next
week so they don 't interfere
with all of that late-semester
cramming.
Track finals are this afternoon at 4:30. Come on out
and watch, you may be
surprised at the talent here
in Blackhole, Mo.
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Jeff Mefford, a 6-5 forward
who led Vandalia (Ill.) High
School
in scoring ' and
rebounding last season, has
signed a national letter-{)fintent to play basketball at
UMR.
Mefford averaged 22.4
points per game in 1982-&,
gaining both his squad's
Most Valuable Player award
and the Mid-State Conference MVP crown. He also
was on the Associated Press
All-State Team, capturing
MVP awards in two tournaments last season.
The new Miner will play in
the
Illinois
Basketball
Coaches Association All-Star
game June 25 in Peoria.

high school credentials in
athletics and academics. "

Key hopes to announce
additional signings soon.
Nine players return from
the Miners' 14-12 squad of
1982-&.

Mefford paced the ro-8
Vandals
in
scoring,
rebounding, shooting percentage and free throw
percentage and was the
recipient of the team's hustle
award. In three years of
varsity basketball, the 185pounder poured in 1,359
points for Vandalia, helping
it accumulate an impressive
70-18 record.

played " one of its best
defensive games of the
season. " Hitting for the
Miners were Tikey, Applebaum and Frurnhoff.

" I'm really looking forward to attending UMR,"
Mefford said. "Both the
basketball and engineering
programs impressed me. "

Applebaum pitched the
bottom half for an 11-2
defeat,
but
apparently
recovered somewhat from
her pitching slump. Five
UMR hits came
from

A coed Shows Classtc "'0SDury fonn in the high jump Tuesday afternoon.

Softball

from page 16

Holmes, Applebaum and
Tikey. Doubles by Applebaum and Tikey each
scored an RBI.
Coming up - the team
plays Southeast Friday at
Cape and then takes on St.
Louis U. in St. Louis on
Saturday.
Monday
they
wrap up the home season
against William Woods at 2
p.m.

JMR

l

off until
~y travel to
~. , for the
;ouri state
~ Iucktothe
prepare for
~t·season

· $2,30
3,03
· . 3.35
· . 3.95
· . 2.60
· . 2.60
· ' 1.92
'\92
~~ 1.92

M-Club
Athlete of the-week
M-Club would like to
recognize Mark Galliardt of
the UMR track team as this
week's M-Club athlete of the
week. In a field of eight
teams
at
the
SIUEdwardsville Invitational.
Mark captured two firsts as
he led the Miners to a third-

i'lace overall finish. Mark
won both the shot put and the
discus with throws of 48-7
and 14-0 respectively.
Congratulations Mark!
M-Club members, don't
forget the smoker at Sig Ep
tonight (6:15).

"We feel Jeff can be an
outstanding player for us,"
said UMR head coach Billy
Key. "He has impressive

!Ie Miners'

am was the
econd-place

Marl< Vollmer

1201 Bishop Sun.·Thurs. 10 a~m.·12 a.m. Fri. & Sat. 10 a.m .·2 a.m.

CANCER.

NOT KNOWING
THE

RISKS IS YOUR
GREATEST RISK.
A 101of people think
cancer is unbeatable.
ThaI simply isn'l lrue.
In fael, over IWO million
people have had cancer
and survived to lead
happy, normal lives.
And nOI only can
cal1<Xr be beal<:n, il can
also be pr<:v<:nl<:d.
Th<:re are definile
precaulions thaI have been
pnlV<:n 10 decreas<: your
risk of g<:lIing certain

cano:rs.
Ask your loca l
American GlIlcer Sociely
1(1 send you afro:<: bookkl
ab(1uI " "1L'l:r risks.
lxam Ihe faclS atxlul

cano.:r.
And make nol knowing the risks, ()ne bs risk.

I~
f SOCIETY'
li uv. Y'-ulivc may save yoor life.

Engineers:
Find out about
the Nuclear Navy
If you th ink you have the ability and desire to
master nuclear engineering, the Navy's Nuclear
Propulsion Program has openings for about
200 outstanding college graduates. The re 's a
Navy Recruiting Officer ready to give you all the
details on how you can become someone special
in the new Navy.

Burrito SuprelDe
and Medium Drink

$1 __75

We start with a soft flour tortilla. Then we wrap it around flavorful pinto
beans. Real cheddar cheese. Chopped onions. Specially seasoned ground
beef. Diced tomatoes. Garden fresh lettuce. Rich sour cream. Tangy olive
slices. But if that's too much, you'll love our satisfying Burrito.
Good only on April 26 and April 28

S.U .B. Indoor Recreation Committee presents
For more information contact:
Navy Programs
210 N. Tucker Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63101
OR CALL COLLECT
(314) 263-5000

MOON RAKER
~\.

Sunday, April 24
at 4:00 p.m. and 6:30 p.m .

~
~
Centennial Hall
•
_ __F_R_E_E_W_I_TH_U_M_R_Io_D_o_......

:~ ~.

_-'!~:
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JUCO All-American

SOURCE: OPI
UMR men's and women's
soccer coach Paul McNally
has announced the signing of
four players to national
letters-of-intent.
Heading the list is firstteam JUCO AIl-America
Kevin Keenoy from Lewis
Clark
Community
and
College. The 5-11, 165pounder also garnered firstteam AIl-America honors
from the National Soccer
Coaches
Association
of

Thursday,Apr. 21,1983

_

Three others sign for soccer
Amenca, the Most Valuable
Player award from Region
24 and was an AIl-Midwest
selection.
The talented sweeper back
helped lead his team to a
second-place finish in the
nation in 1982.
" Our biggest need at the
end of last year was to get
someone to replace Chris
Generous, our all-conference
defender," said McNally.
" Kevin was an outstanding
player at both Rosary High
School and Lewis and Clark,

and we feel he will blend in
well with our three returning
defenders."
Also joining the men will
be DeSmet's Mike Lane, a 510, 165-pound forward. Lane
is the kind of player McNally
feels will aid the Miners at
either wing forward or
striker.
" Mike is a solid performer
who gets the job done, " he
said. " He isn't a flashy
player, but he really will
help us put the ' ball into the
nets. "

The Lady Miners have also
signed two newcomers, with
Janet Waeckerle joining her
sister, Chris, on the team. A
fullback at Bishop DuBourg
High School in St. Louis, she
earned four varsity letters
and was a member of the
Missouri State High School
girl s' soccer team in 1981.
" Janet can not only play
fullback, but may join her
sister as a middle defender,"
McNally said. "They play
well next to each other, and
both are very talented

players."
Also new on the scene will
be Joan Gleich, a transfer
from Meramec Community
College. The midfielder was
also a member of the Lindbergh High School squad.

" She has a lo( of experience, and together with
Janet, should give the
Miners the type of new
players needed to make the
program prosper," McNally
said. " Both should assist the
team quickly this fall. "

McNally expects to announce more signings soon.

Don't forgetl
Intramural
Softball finals
Tuesday,
Track today

New Football recruit
SOURCE: OPI

State Championship at 185
pounds. For the season, he
was 22-0.
"He is a hard-working,
dedicated athlete,"
said
UMR assistant coach Joe
Keeton. "He is very talented
in
both
football
and
wrestling, and we hope he
assists
both
programs
here."
The Miner coaching staff
sees Hoy's role as a fullback,
noting he is a fine blocker.
" He has good technique
and seems to have the knack
of running to the soft spot,"
Keeton said.
" We are
pleased he will be joining

James Hoy, a first-team
all-league selection on both
offense and defense, has
signed a national letter-ofintent to attend UMR.
Hoy, a native of El
Dorado, Kan., gained firstteam selection at both
fullback and linebacker for
El Dorado High School. The
5-11 , ISS-pounder was also
honorable mention all-state.
In addition to his talents on
the football field, Hoy brings
some impressive wrestling
credentials to UMR. As a
senior, he won the state's 5-A us."
I

This virtually wraps up the
football recruiting efforts at
UMR for 1983.
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HEARTS
Arcade
7th&Pine

Spring Special

8A~~~e~m~
New Games:
Joust , Popeye,
Super Pacman
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SAVEON-STYLE
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UP TO $25 OFF!
SILADIUM~ COLLEGE RINGS

Chris Farrell of the IFC swings for the fences in Monday's green-gray
classic. The IFC won 15-12.
.

Alex Pizza
Palace
w.
122

8th Street Rollo

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.-2 P.M.

-SANDWICHES -SALADS
-SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH
For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas

364-2669 or 364-9878

NOW ONLY

S99

95

We've got what you want - a handsomely styled selection
of college rings at a price you can afford. SILADIUM @) College
Rings carefully crafted in the ArtCarved tradition from a fine
and durable jeweler's O1etal.
Add yo ur choi ce of custom options to the design you select
and you 'll have a ring you 'll want to wear for years to come.
But don 't dela y. Vi sit the ArtCar ved Ring Table and get your
ring at a price that's too good to last!

JlRTQl~YkQ
Thurs. , Fri. & Mon.
April 21, 22 & 25
DEPOSIT REOUIRED "''' S"TERC AAO OR VtSA ACCEPTED

10 a.m.-4 p.m.
University Center East Lobby
~
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10W-40

89

~-CliInate ' .

C
Qt

LIMIT 2 CASES

r

MOTORl'OI....
10W-40 "
k' , ol" us or i~
,'-
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.

•

Available In
13",14" or 15"
• Removable Wire
Basket
• Lock Kit
Available

9·PC. COMBINATION
WRENCH SET

MINI GREASE GUN KIT

OlLSPOUT

",.$9.52

''''
'1.15 $ 139

'Ig. $11.55

Save $2.53

$699

8 111" professionalne. Epoxy finish . Hardened
and

.1..1blade

IIt
'I-....
IIUftLI
u II'

$168!t

thumb re.I make.

con cutting easy even when hands ore

oily. Gosket prevents leokoge.

For automotive, form, home and R.V.

________~~L:~~~_u:.e~,s:jmp:I.~ro:IOO:d.~NO~g:r~:.y:me:..~,LJ~~~~~L

SPRING "CLEAN UP" ITEMS FOR YOUR CAR
Wash
Mit

BEARING BUDDY

VALUES TO $3.49

YOUR CHOICE

WI ...

Brush

$1 29

$1~$9
The ultimate

in ...

WHEEL BEARING
Pl!OTECTORS fOR
TROlJ&lE,FREE
TRAllERING

Save s wo rk &
ti me , Give All
the Sh ine .

1,
J
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Saturday, April 23 at 8:00 p~m.
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UMR Students ON LY.
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